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This is the second article on this topic framing the larger picture of what these so-called 
vaxxes are really “Gene” editing and hijacking of the human DNA genome.  What I will 
be sharing in this article will simply be astounding to the uninformed and even scarier to 
those who are aware of the spiritual war we are currently in right now.  Humanity is both 
the victim and the prize in this war for all the ‘marbles’ as we said as kids! 
 
For more than twenty-months I have been warning people against being tested for the 
alleged Coronavirus known as Covid-19.  I have warned against that because of what 
early reports were indicating by those who had submitted to PCR testing and the use of 
the cotton nasal swabs being used.  I was firm in my statements because of the cell-
phone video that was on the Internet several years in which Bill Gates did a 
presentation suggesting that one could lose their “God Gene” known as the VMAT2 
gene.  I shared that link in a few articles providing the potential for such and the 
implications.   
 
From day-one on this hoaxed virus issue I warned people not to take any of the Vaxxes 
being promoted.  You will learn from this article information from Dr. Doug Science that 
clearly shows the “gene” therapy vaxxes being offered are not vaccines in the traditional 
sense, but rather they contained the spike protein, the real killer!   Dr. Sherri Tenpenny 
and Dr. Carrie Madej and others warned their viewers about the risks and dangers of 
the spike Protein (PEG) in late 2020 of all its implications.  Dr. Tenpenny predicted a 
huge die off of the population from nine months to two years after getting the jabs. 
 
Several years ago I listened to Dr. Greg Braden discuss the “God Gene” in the Bible.  I 
purchased his book, ‘The God Gene’ which is based upon Hebrew Gematria where 
letters contain numerical value. In my previous article, I noted that Neil Whitehead’s 
analysis is somewhat different than that of Greg Braden. The first half of this article 
deals with this concept of how the Creator’s name is encoded in the human DNA.  I 
have read Dr. Dean Hamer’s book, ‘The God Gene’.  Dr. Dean Hamer revealed that this 
inclination towards religious faith is (hard wired) in good measure due to our genes and 
may even offer an evolutionary advantage by helping us get through difficulties, 
reducing stress, preventing disease, and extending life. The “God Gene” is an in-depth, 
fully accessible inquiry into cutting-edge research that can change the way we see 
ourselves and the world around us.  Having read both Greg Braden’s and Dean Hamer, 
I am somewhat more partial to Greg Braden’s book on this subject.  
 
The DNA is composed of 4 elements hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, carbon, when put 
together form YHWG. Carbon is what makes us physical and earthly beings. When 
carbon is replaced with nitrogen, we have all colorless, odorless, and invisible gases! 
They form the letters YHWH which is the Hebrew name of God. 

 

The YHWH Code 
The mapping of the genetic code, known as DNA, is probably the most important 
scientific breakthrough of the new millennium. It was on June 26, 2000, President 
Clinton and a group of world renowned scientists presented the first genetic map of the 
human DNA molecule. Clinton called the discovery the “language in which God created 
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life.”  His words are close to the truth but words are inadequate to describe what we 
know now.  In just over two decades man has usurped the “Creative” powers of God 
and is seeking to achieve immortality!  Eternal Life is the Holy Grail goal for these folks! 
 
“Mapping the chemical sequences for human DNA — the chemical “letters” that make 
up the recipe of human life — is a breakthrough that is expected to revolutionize the 
practice of medicine by paving the way for new drugs and medical therapies,” says one 
web site. This discovery has lasting physical and spiritual implications. A direct link can 
easily be found between the building blocks of life and the Creator of the universe. 
Mankind is fearfully and wonderfully made, with a hidden code within the cell of every 
life. This code is the alphabet of DNA that spells out the Creator’s name and man’s 
purpose. 
 
Scientist discovered a “map” of four DNA bases that carry the ability to sustain life. 
These bases, known as chromosomes, are paired differently for each person. Human 
DNA contains 23 pairs of chromosomes, made up of hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, 
carbon, and their acidic counterparts. Encoded within these elements is an amazing 
blueprint of life that proves the Creator has put His own unique stamp upon every 
person. This stamp is actually His name as revealed to Moses thousands of years ago. 
 

The secret in our DNA… 
It was from the burning bush that the Almighty revealed His character as the great “I 
AM.” This name is the Tetragrammaton of the Hebrew letters yod, hey, waw, hey. “I 
AM WHO I AM.” This is what you are to say to the Israelites: `I AM has sent me to you. 
The Almighty said to Moses, “Say to the Israelites, `YHVH, the mighty one of our 
fathers… This is my name forever, the name by which I am to be remembered 
from generation to generation,” –(Exodus 3:14,15)  
 
The Almighty has given us His name as a sign of His existence and an avenue of 
communication. However, translators have hidden this Hebrew name in English Bibles. 
In the Scriptures, the sacred name of YHVH is used whenever the English words 
“LORD” or “GOD” appear in all capital letters. YHVH specifically is found 6,510X times 
(7 X 930) throughout the Bible as the only and unique name of the Mighty One of Israel. 
Isaiah corroborates this: “I am YHVH; that is my name; and my glory will I not give 
to another,” Isaiah 42:7. Jeremiah adds his confirmation: “They shall know that my 
name is YHVH,” in chapter 16:21. While Amos 5:8 says, “YHVH is his name.” The 
book of Zechariah declares: “In that day there shall be one YHVH, and his name 
one.”  The Creator’s Name is YHVH. 
 
Now, compare this four-lettered name to the four elements that make up human DNA 
and discover an ancient secret of creation. The key to translating the code of DNA into a 
meaningful language is to apply the discovery that converts elements to letters. Based 
upon their matching values of atomic mass, hydrogen becomes the Hebrew letter Yod 
(Y), nitrogen becomes the letter Hey (H), oxygen becomes the letter Vav (V or W), and 
carbon becomes Gimel (G). These substitutions now reveal that the ancient form of 
YHVH’s name, YHVH, exists as the literal chemistry of our genetic code. Through this 
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bridge between YHVH’s name and the elements of modern science, it now becomes 
possible to reveal the full mystery and find even greater meaning in the ancient code 
that lives as each cell of our bodies. 
 
When we substitute modern elements for all four letters of YHVH’s ancient name, we 
see a result that, at first blush, may be unexpected. Replacing the final H in YHVH with 
its chemical equivalent of nitrogen, YHVH’s name becomes the elements hydrogen, 
nitrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen (HNON) — all colorless, odorless, and invisible gases! In 
other words, replacing 100 percent of YHVH’s personal name with the elements of this 
world creates a substance that is an intangible, yet very real form of creation! This is not 
to suggest that YHVH is simply a gas made of invisible elements. Rather, it’s through 
the very name that YHVH divulged to Moses over three millennia ago that our world and 
the foundation of life itself became possible. YHVH tells us that in the form of hydrogen, 
the single most abundant element of the universe, He is a part of all that has ever been, 
is, and will be. 
 
Indeed, in the earliest descriptions of YHVH, we are told that He is omnipresent and 
takes on a form in our world that cannot be seen with our eyes. Thus, He can be known 
only through His manifestations and by faith. The Sepher Yetzirah describes this 
nonphysical form of YHVH’s presence as the “Breath” of YHVH: “Ten Sefirot of 
Nothingness: One is the Breath of the Living YHVH, Life of worlds. This is the Holy 
Breath.”  This is often referred to in the esoteric mysticism of Judaism, but the Zohar is 
not of focus here as Jewish mysticism. 
 
Additionally, the first chapters of Genesis relate that it is in a nonphysical form that the 
Creator was present during the time of creation -(Genesis 1:2). It was “the spirit of 
YHVH” that first moved over the face of the earth. 
 
Substituting modern elements for the ancient letters, it is clear that although we share in 
the first three letters representing 75% of our Creator’s name. While the presence of 
YHVH is the invisible and intangible form of the three gases hydrogen, nitrogen, and 
oxygen, the last letter of our name is the “stuff” that gives us the color, taste, texture, 
and sounds of our body: carbon. The one letter that sets us apart from YHVH is also the 
element that makes us “real” in our physical world – carbon. 
 
“Through both the secret letter codes of antiquity, and the literal translation of DNA as 
an alphabet, we’re shown that something about our existence remains lasting and 
eternal. We share that never-ending quality with our Creator through a full seventy-five 
percent of the elements that define our genetic code,” wrote Gregg Braden in his book 
‘The God Code’. 
 
In the beginning… 
This is scientific proof showing us that YHVH has written His own name upon every 
human being. Sefer Yetzirah (The Book of Creation) says, “Within the letters is a great, 
concealed mystical exalted secret… from which everything was created.” His name is 
within us, encoded into the basic cells of humanity. Every person, regardless of race, 
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religion, sex, or status has the divine imprint of God inside their body. YHVH’s name is 
in every person… “there is…one YHVH and Father of all, who is over all and 
through all and in all,” says Ephesians 4:5. The potential of becoming like YHVH is in 
every person. 
 
Genesis recounts that we have been made “in His image.” In the beginning, the 
Creator “breathed upon man and he became a living being.” It is this deposit from 
the heavens, the gift of a soul that separates us from other species. Inside of each 
person is the breath of the Creator, known as the soul. In Hebrew, this is called the 
“neshamah.” 
 
The neshamah is a divine spark of YHVH found within mankind. “Should a person 
strive towards purity in life, he or she is aided by a holy neshamah,” says the Zohar in 
Genesis 206a. The Scriptures translate “neshamah” as “breath, spirit, and inspiration.” 
It is the supernal soul of man, which pulls man towards YHVH. Imagine a pure light 
inside of every person in the world; this is the neshamah. It is totally good and 
unblemished. The neshamah is the part of YHVH within man. Proverbs 20:27 says, 
“The neshamah of man is the candle of YHVH, searching all the inward parts of 
the belly.” Through the neshamah, one may connect to the will, wisdom, and 
understanding of Yah. How? 
 
The neshamah longs to be reunited with the Almighty. Its only desire is to return to its 
source; to be reunited in purpose. Each cell of our body, containing the divine name, 
groans to be reunited with YHVH. But it can’t. Why not? Because of fleshly desires that 
result in sin. Sin stops the earth suit of the body from fully returning to its starting place 
with YHVH. The fleshly nature leads us to rebel against the Almighty’s will and His 
ways. Our soul cannot cleave to YHVH because of our fleshly nature and ego. The 
desire to receive for self alone blocks the light of our neshamah. Our selfish actions are 
like a huge dark cloth, covering the Light of the Creator. Darkness grows, but the light 
remains. The Apostle Paul pointed out in Romans 7:15 his and our dilemma. 
 
Try viewing mankind as an ember from the burning bush. The human body is the 
container of a divine spark from YHVH. Left alone, this spark will diminish and burn low 
through seeking pleasure in worldly desires. The false fulfillment of momentary 
happiness is a darkness that seeks to put out our fire. Each action of the flesh places 
another layer of darkness upon the light. These layers of darkness are called “sin,” or 
“chet” in Hebrew. Chet is an ancient word that literally means to “miss the mark, loose 
focus, stray, miss the goal or path of right and duty, to incur guilt, incur penalty by sin, 
forfeit.” While many people think that someone who sins is a “bad person,” the Biblical 
concept is different. We all chet; we all sin; we all miss the mark. That doesn’t make us 
bad people, we’re just off target! In truth, the Hebrew word “Chet” appears in the Bible -
(Judges 20:16) referring to slingers who could shoot at a hair and not “chet”, meaning 
not to “miss the target.” Chet is failure in a person’s relationship with YHVH. Our goal 
should be to continually move closer to the target of YHVH, but chet causes distance. 
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Sin is equivalent to “distance.” Our sins distance us from the Light within. “Your sins 
have separated between you and YHVH, and your chet (sins) have hidden his face 
from you, so that he will not hear,” –(Isaiah 59:2). Chet is the distance we place 
between our neshamah and our Creator as we miss the mark of the Scriptures. 
 
Bull’s Eye… 
 

 
 
The center of YHVH’s bull’s eye is clearly explained within the pages of the first five 
books of the Bible. These teachings are often referred to as the “law.” In Hebrew these 
books of instruction are called “Torah.” The Torah is YHVH’s will for mankind and 
blueprint for living. “The Torah is holy, and the commandments holy, and just, and 
good,” says Romans 7:12. When we follow Torah we don’t sin. To obey the precepts of 
Torah is to stay on the straight and narrow road of redemption. A person sins when the 
Torah is violated or forgotten. The book of First John clarifies this. “Everyone who sins 
practices torahlessness. Because sin (chet) is torahlessness,” –(1st John 3:4). The 
problem is that we can’t follow Torah enough. The obedience of today doesn’t erase the 
disobedience of yesterday. Though we obey the Torah, the layers of darkness remain 
within our soul. This is because Torah does not redeem. Torah describes how the 
redeemed believer is to live and relate to YHVH. Mankind is redeemed only through 
YHVH code Moshiach.  The Old Testament points man toward the New Testament and 
the Messiah. 
 
The soul code of DNA links man to YHVH. But, this doesn’t equate mankind to YHVH. 
We aren’t god. The code shows only our potential – to be like YHVH in our intentions 
and purpose. We can’t achieve His state of greatness. Just as a flashlight will not work 
without batteries, our sincere efforts to correct the soul are useless. We just can’t 

https://1.bp.blogspot.com/-zKsqHXa2n_8/YXLfc5LJVVI/AAAAAAAAeyw/AZodONkRCO0kaxOaba4LeMQmgjeqmLnMgCLcBGAsYHQ/s800/bullseye.png
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correct our soul enough. We just can’t follow Torah enough. The darkness of chet is too 
much. Good works can’t dispel total darkness. “Whoever keeps the whole Torah and 
yet stumbles at just one point is guilty of breaking all of it,” says the New 
Testament in James 2:10. Prayer, obedience, and faith bring us closer to YHVH, but 
without the love of Messiah, we are still in the dark. Messiah is the floodlight that lights 
up our life. 
 
Moshiach’ love is the bridge that joins our neshamah to our Creator. The Savior is the 
light that saves us from eternal darkness and suffering. To handle the issue of sin, we 
must realize that stars are only seen at night. Under the deep darkness of sin is the light 
of the soul. Hidden in the DNA of every man, woman, and child is the YHVH code. To 
experience life at its fullest, all one must do is look inside and see the Sacred Name. 
YHVH is the path to purpose and way to life eternal. YHWH is our only hope. We need 
YHVH’s salvation to deliver us from evil. Let’s decipher this code and understand man’s 
redemption. 
 
“Anyone who calls upon the name of YHVH will be saved,”  -(Joel 2:32). This verse 
is quoted twice in the New Testament, in which both cases the Messiah is seen as 
fulfillment of this prophecy. The YHVH code is manifest in His Son. His son is the path 
of deliverance. Calling upon His Name allows the believer to access the Almighty’s 
power for deliverance. Appropriately, the true name of Messiah demonstrates how this 
works…“And you shall call Him Yahshua, for He will save his people from their 
sins,” says Matthew 1:21. 
 
The Hebrew speaking, King of the Jews was given a Hebrew name. He wasn’t named 
“Jesus,” but “Yahshua.” In the gospels, the Messiah said that He came in His Father’s 
name – the name of YHVH. How is YHVH Yahshua’s name?  
 
The name Yahshua is a compound word, made up of two Hebrew phrases. First, YAH 
is a shortened version of the name of YHVH. The Name YAH is a poetic form of YHVH, 
found throughout the Psalms. The KJV says, “Sing praises to His name: extol Him 
that rideth upon the heavens by His name YAH, and rejoice before Him,” Psalm 
68:4. Secondly, “shua” is a Hebrew word meaning to “deliver, turn, save, or salvation.” 
When these two words are put together, the Savior’s true name is revealed: 
 

“YAH” + “shua” = “YHVH is salvation” = Yahshua 
 
YHVH offers His salvation, His deliverance through the person of Yahshua, the Hebrew 
name for Jesus. Yahshua bridges the gap between YHVH and our souls. 
 
Mankind was made in the image of God/YHVH. We have His name written upon our 
very DNA. Scientists have proved that His name is stamped upon every living soul. 
However, because of chet, because of sin, layers of separation distance our soul from 
our creator. “All have sinned and fallen short of the glory of YHWH,” –(Romans 
3:23). Our stubborn self-will causes us to go an independent way. However, because of 
loving kindness, YHVH has “sent His only begotten son, that whosoever believes 
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upon him would not perish but have everlasting life,” –(John 3:16). We can connect 
our neshamah to YHVH though his son, Jesus/Yahshua. The Savior is the ONLY path 
to deliverance and salvation from the sinful self. That fact does not deter others from 
substituting another way to Eternal Life!  The layers of sin that cloak our neshamah can 
only be removed through His blood. “As many as received Him, to them He gave the 
right to become the children of YHVH, even to those who believe in His name,” –
(John 1:12). The DNA within our bodies points to our Creator and the salvation that He 
has provided. The YHVH code, within each person, is His Son Jesus or Yahshua. 
 
The Hebrew name of God transliterated in four letters as YHWH or YHVH and 
articulated as Yahweh or Jehovah is known as the “Tetragrammaton”.  The term means 
the “untranslatable” name of God.  The Gematria numerical value of YHVH = 26.   
 
I have shared this information about the Creator being within the human DNA for a 
specific reason, that being the CIA and Bill Gates were studying how to remove the 
“Religious” or “Moral” gene that has been identified in studies of the brain by the CIA 
and Bill Gates.  The fact that they were looking for the area of the brain that relates to 
the religious or moral area of the human body is extremely disconcerting.  The 
QuantumDot:Hydrogel ID2020 Luciferace system is predicated upon a cyborg system 
that is part human and part artificial intelligence, i.e., a third strand DNA!  
 
The author of the dystopian book ‘Brave New World’, Aldous Huxley gave the following 
ominous warning during a speech at Berkeley in 1962 called ‘The Ultimate Revolution’: 
“There will be in the next generation or so a pharmacological method of making people 
love their servitude and producing dictatorship without tears, so to speak, producing a 
kind of painless concentration camp for entire societies so that people will in fact have 
their liberties taken away from them but will rather enjoy it. Medical science has made 
such tremendous progress that there is hardly a healthy human left.” 
 
With astonishing accuracy, Huxley described what sounds like our world today. 
However, Rudolph Steiner (1861 – 1925) an Australian philosopher gave this chilling 
prediction: “In the future, we will eliminate the soul with medicine. Under the pretext of a 
‘healthy point of view’, there will be a vaccine by which the human body will be treated 
as soon as possible directly at birth, so that the human being cannot develop the 
thought of the existence of soul and spirit. The materialistic doctors, will be entrusted 
the task of removing the soul of humanity. …With such a vaccine, you can easily make 
the etheric body loose in the physical body.”  Stop and read that again, let it sink into 
your reality and what it means! 
 
In April, 2017 the FDA approved a drug mainly to treat Tardive Dyskinesia, and chorea, 
associated with Huntington’s disease. This prescription drug is now available in two 
formulations. The function of these drugs is to inhibit the vesicular monoamine 
transporter, VMAT2 for short. So why should inhibiting one’s VMAT2 gene interest us? 
Because this same gene, the VMAT2 gene, was nicknamed the “God Gene.”  Bill 
Gates, DARPA, and the CIA wanted to eliminate the VMAT2 gene over a decade ago. 
Do you suppose they can do it?  Bill Gates believed it was possible. 
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Have you ever heard of a Liger?  A Liger is an offspring of a Lion-Tiger.  The Liger large 
size is a result of a genetic abnormality known as “growth dysplasia” which is common 
in hybrids. In short, this condition is caused in hybrids due to absence or abundance of 
genes that limit or inhibit growth. The large Liger growth is a result of its parents 
(Mother Tiger and Father Lion) not possessing the limiting growth gene. This limiting 
growth gene is found in male Tiger’s and female Lions which is why most researchers 
believe Tigons are on average smaller than their parents exhibiting negative growth 
dysplasia. 
 
As majestic as it is grand, the Liger is the biggest cat in the world with the largest extant 
Liger living at Myrtle Beach Safari in South Carolina. According to the ‘Guinness Book 
of World Records’, “Hercules” is the largest member of his species, and the living cat 
world, weighing 922 pounds and 10.8 feet long.  A study on this gene was conducted in 
by the Stem Cells Research Center of Oncology and Hematology and Research Center 
of Human Genetics, Tabriz University of Medical Sciences in Iran. 
 

 
 
As humans, we also have growth gene limiters.  At my peak height I was 6’5” and wore 
a size 12 shoe as a freshman in high school.  At the age of 24, I was wearing a size 15 
shoe until I was disabled by Lymphedema in 2016.   
 
Before going into details of this study of the “God Gene”, it is important to point out it 
was published by Symbiosis Publishing. An international online publisher of peer 
reviewed studies. They mainly publish research in the areas of Clinical, Medicine, Life 
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Sciences, Pharma, Engineering & Technology. This is an important fact due to the fact 
checks and debunked stories circulating on this topic. It is important to know, this study 
was published by a credible publisher, medically peer-reviewed, following a strict 
screening for plagiarism. The published study was called “VMAT2 Gene Molecular 
study of 2,000 peoples in the Religious Behavior and Belief in God of the citizens of the 
city of Tabriz in IRAN”. The hypothesis is that this particular gene is hardwired so to 
speak into an individual’s genes and predisposes them to spiritual experiences. Back in 
2005 geneticist Dean Hamer wrote the book ‘The God Gene: How Faith is Hard Wired 
into Our Genes’.  
 
Other prior researchers who worked on the God Gene are cited in this study, including 
one who analyzed DNA and personality score data of 1,000 people to single out a 
particular gene involved with one’s spirituality tendency. Yes, that gene was the VMAT2 
gene. Studying 2,000 subjects (1,000 considered religious, 1,000 deemed non-religious) 
through the measurement of gene expressions related to an individual’s religious 
leanings they came to a conclusion. They found one’s desire and natural need to seek 
God and to worship in some form had a direct connection to one’s genes. Several 
genes play a role in one’s beliefs, but the single gene of utmost importance to spirituality 
(religious practices) was the VMAT2 gene. That was the single gene playing a crucial 
role in one’s need of God. If their findings are correct, what would taking a vaccine or 
prescription drug that inhibits (or even worse destroys) the VMAT2 gene do to a 
person? 
 
The importance is that funding was invested in by DARPA, the CIA, and Bill Gates and 
research conducted to eliminate the hardwired nature of the VMAT2 gene.  The video 
presentation given by Bill Gates in a CIA classroom is confirming that human test 
subjects were ultimately experimented upon.   
 
So, in summary, we have predictions of removing the soul with vaccines and/or 
pharmaceuticals, a study about a gene connected to one’s religious beliefs, a 
prescription medication that inhibits said gene, and a possible Pentagon briefing 
presenting a future aerosol virus and vaccine that would eliminate this gene from 
affecting human behavior, and a vaccine trial participant saying “I can’t feel God; my 
soul is dead.”   The implications of what this means are frightening! 
 
DNA is short for deoxyribonucleic acid and is considered the master genetic blueprint of 
the human body. It is arranged in a spiral helix. DNA is also a transmitter and receiver of 
energy; 2008 Nobel Prize winner Luc Montagnier proved that DNA transmits and 
receives frequencies in his 2010 paper entitled “DNA Waves and Water” where he 
showed that “bacterial and viral DNA sequences have been found to induce low 
frequency electromagnetic waves in high aqueous dilutions.” In other words, DNA is 
like an antenna. 
 
In previous articles, I have addressed the “Mark” of the Beast.  I posted a video on 
Sunday, 10/24/21 “Divine Image Destroyed”  The video is under twenty minutes and 
when I first viewed it, I was amazed and stunned how it mirrored much of what I have 

http://pastorbobreid.com/node/528
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been sharing in regards to this new nanotechnology that is about to subjugate humanity 
in ways we could never have imagined.  While it resonates like a Biblical parable it 
encapsulates the essence of what is taking place in the world of genetics today 
designed to change your DNA and remove you from the Lamb’s Book of Life!  I 
encourage you to watch it a couple times so that you grasp what is being said in this 
video.  The video is profound for anyone who has consented to the Vaxx or is thinking 
about taking the Vaxx thinking you will get to return to normal.  It’s never going to 
happen!  Unfortunately, a censor blocked the link with the 404 error message.  Click on 
the link below: 
http://www.voterig.com/divine%20image%20destroyed%20sm.mp4  
 
A very well-known guy on science is Dr. Doug Corrigan; he became the target of the 
pharmaceutical industry trolls because of his comments about Covid.  They targeted Dr. 
Doug’s work on the Internet to debunk his expertise on RNA and DNA.  Both MIT and 
Harvard have since validated Dr. Doug’s work on this topic and so I will let his work 
speak for itself.  
 
When people hear the words RNA vaccine, the first question that comes to the average 
person’s mind is, “Will this vaccine permanently alter my DNA?” The second question is, 
“If the vaccine does alter my DNA, what are the potential long-term health impacts?” 
 
These are fair questions. Unfortunately, these questions are usually brushed aside, 
ignored, minimized, or discounted by the pharmaceutical ecosystem. This concern 
about genetic modification is normally answered by the following argument: RNA will not 
permanently alter your DNA because it is a temporary molecule that quickly becomes 
destroyed in the cell, and because it is fundamentally different than DNA. RNA does not 
integrate into DNA, and RNA doesn’t remain in the cell permanently because the cell 
destroys the RNA relatively quickly. Therefore, there is no potential risk of an RNA 
vaccine genetically modifying a person’s genome. 
 
On the surface, this seems like a rock-solid answer. It is the textbook response that 
would earn a 100% grade on an examination for a college-level molecular biology class. 
 
However, the cells in our body know nothing of the exams being taken by graduate 
students. 
 
First, let me briefly describe how an RNA vaccine works. Second, let me show you 
viable cellular pathways where an RNA vaccine could make its way into someone’s 
permanent genetic material. 
 
An RNA vaccine works by turning a small portion of the cells in our body into a vaccine 
production factory. Both RNA and DNA are information carrying molecules.  They carry 
instructions on how to build specific proteins. Our cells read this information, and then 
build proteins according to the instructions. In the case of an RNA vaccine, the delivered 
RNA instructions instruct our cells to build a near-perfect replica of a very specific 
protein that resides on the outside of the SARS-CoV-2 virus called the “Spike” protein. 

http://www.voterig.com/divine%20image%20destroyed%20sm.mp4
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This Spike protein normally resides on the outside of the virus and functions as a tether 
that enables the virus to enter into a human cell. Because the Spike Protein resides on 
the outside of the virus, it’s prime real estate for our immune system to target. 
 
Therefore, when you are administered an RNA vaccine, this RNA will enter a small 
portion of your cells, and these cells will start churning out a replica of the viral Spike 
protein. It’s important to realize that your cells are not producing the entire virus, just a 
portion of the virus— the Spike Protein. Because it is foreign to the body, this cellular 
produced Spike protein will then prompt your immune cells to learn how to develop 
antibodies that specifically recognize the Spike protein. At this point, you are 
“vaccinated” because you have acquired antibodies that recognize the virus (via the 
Spike protein), as well as memory cells that can produce more of the antibody should 
you be infected with the actual virus.  If your body is exposed to the coronavirus, these 
antibodies will recognize the Spike protein on the outside of the virus. When the virus is 
coated in antibodies, it is “neutralized” and can no longer infect other cells. 
 
Most other vaccines work by administering the Spike protein directly into your body, or 
by introducing an attenuated or inactivated virus that contains the Spike protein. In 
these types of traditional vaccines, the Spike protein was previously made in a vaccine 
production facility. In an RNA vaccine, there is no Spike protein in the vaccine. Instead, 
the vaccine provides your cells with instructions on how to build the Spike protein within 
you own body. Essentially, your cells have become the vaccine production factory. After 
some time, this delivered RNA will be destroyed by our cells, and the cells will stop 
producing the Spike protein. Our body should be left unchanged, except for the 
presence of antibodies and immune cells which now recognize the Spike protein of the 
virus. 
 
In theory, this is how the vaccine should work. Sounds great on paper, doesn’t it?  Well, 
think again! 
 
Before jumping to reductionist conclusions, let’s go one level deeper into molecular 
biology to answer the question of whether or not this extraneous RNA could potentially 
alter our DNA permanently. I believe the answer to this question is most certainly yes. 
 
It is well known that RNA can be “reverse transcribed” into DNA. Residing in our cells 
are enzymes called “reverse transcriptases”. These enzymes convert RNA into DNA. 
Multiple sources for this class of enzymes exist within our cells. These reverse 
transcriptases are normally made by other viruses termed “retroviruses”. HIV is a 
retrovirus and so is Hepatitis B, but there are many other retroviruses that fall in this 
category. [We now know with total certainty that Covid-19 is a retrovirus!]  In addition to 
these external viruses, there are viruses that are hard-wired into our genomic DNA 
called endogenous retroviruses (ERVs). These ERVs harbor instructions to produce 
reverse transcriptase. In addition to ERVs, there are mobile genetic elements residing in 
our DNA called LTR-retrotransposons that also encode for reverse transcriptase 
enzymes. To top it all off, reverse transcriptase is naturally used by our cells to extend 
the telomeres at the end of chromosomes. 
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These endogenous reverse transcriptase enzymes can essentially take single-stranded 
RNA and convert it into double-stranded DNA. This DNA can then be integrated into the 
DNA in the nucleus through an enzyme termed DNA integrase. 
 
With so many sources of reverse transcriptase, it is quite probable that the RNA 
introduced into our cells via the vaccine could be reverse transcribed into a segment of 
double-stranded DNA, and then integrated into our core genetic material in the nucleus 
of the cell. A variety of specific conditions need to be present for this to occur, but it is 
possible if the right convergence occurs. Biology is messy and not always perfectly 
predictable, even when the “rules” are known a priori.  
  
Even though the initial vaccine is only introduced into a relatively small portion of our 
cells, if this reverse transcription process occurs in stem cells, then this genetically 
modified cell can be replicated and amplified to a larger portion of cells that make up the 
tissues of the body. Stem cells serve as a reservoir to produce new cells in perpetual 
fashion. In this way, over time, a larger percentage of our somatic cells can be replaced 
by these genetically modified stem-cell precursors. This type of genetically modified 
replacement of cells is seen in some patients who have received bone-marrow 
transplants from other patients. In these patients, even germline cells such as 
sperm/egg can inherit these genetic modifications, even though the pathway for this 
germline modification is still not understood. In these patients, the so called “rules” that 
presumably prevented such an outcome were violated. 
 
I think most molecular biologists would look at my thesis and discount it as improbable, 
and I wouldn’t argue with them too strongly. After all, if these reverse pathways from 
RNA to DNA were actively possible, wouldn’t a normal infection by the virus cause the 
same problem? Wouldn’t the RNA introduced by a viral infection of SARS-CoV-2 serve 
as a potential substrate for permanent genetic modification of cellular DNA, just like the 
RNA in the vaccine? 
 
I would answer that this possibility exists, too. However, I believe the probability of viral 
RNA undergoing this process is much smaller for several reasons. First, the viral RNA is 
packaged into viral particles which act like a shell. These RNA molecules are 
temporarily unpackaged from this shell while inside the cell to produce more viral RNA 
and viral proteins, which are quickly sequestered and repackaged into new viral 
particles. Also, viral RNA is inherently unstable due to sequence specific peculiarities 
unique to viral RNA, and is quickly recognized by cellular enzymes for destruction. 
 
Therefore, the amount of time available for reverse transcriptase to work on “bare” viral 
RNA is very low. In contrast to this, the RNA provided to cells via a vaccine has been 
altered in the lab to increase its stability such that it persists in the cell for a much longer 
time. A number of modifications are made to increase the stability and longevity of this 
vaccine-delivered RNA. This artificial engineering of RNA is designed to produce RNA 
that hangs around in the cell much longer than viral RNA, or even RNA that our cell 
normally produces for normal protein production. The purpose of this engineered 
longevity is to increase the production of Spike protein by our cells to maximize the 
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efficacy of the vaccine. In addition, this RNA is not rapidly sequestered away into new 
viral particles. Therefore, the probability that a molecular pathway could be found that 
results in this RNA being converted over into DNA is much higher, in my opinion. 
 
This probability may be miniscule, and may not even be noticeable in in vitro 
experiments, or even in clinical trials across tens of thousands of patients. The odds of 
this occurring may be 1 in 1 followed by many zeros; however, that miniscule probability 
flies out the window when you understand that the average human body has 30 trillion 
cells, and the vaccine will be deployed in up to 7 billion people. If you multiply these 
small probabilities across these large numbers, the probability that this could occur in a 
modestly large number of people is very real. 
 
What happens if this occurs? There are two possible outcomes that are not mutually 
exclusive. First, modification of somatic cells, and in particular, stem cells, could result 
in a segment of the population with an increasing percentage of their tissues being 
converted over to genetically modified cells. These genetically modified cells will 
possess the genetic sequence to produce Spike Protein. Because Spike protein is a 
foreign protein to the human body, the immune systems of these individuals will attack 
the cells in their body which express this protein. These people will almost inevitably 
develop autoimmune conditions which are irreversible, since this foreign protein antigen 
is now permanently hardwired into the instructions contained in their DNA. 
   
The second possibility is based on a pathway being found that transfers this genetic 
modification to germline cells (egg and sperm). This is certainly a more remote 
possibility, but if it occurred, this insertional genetic mutation would find itself in all future 
generations stemming from this individual or individuals. Because this is a germline 
modification and not a somatic modification, this new genetic element will be present in 
every single cell of these individuals. This means that potentially every tissue in their 
body could express Spike protein. Because this protein is present from birth, the 
immune system will recognize this new protein as “self” rather than non-self (foreign). If 
these individuals are infected with coronavirus, their immune system would fail to 
recognize the Spike protein of the virus as foreign, and these individuals will have 
substantially reduced capacity to fend off the coronavirus. Therefore, over time over 
future generations, a growing percentage of the population would be more susceptible 
to severe infection by the coronavirus due to limited immune function. 
 
Now, none of the scenarios outlined above touch on the downstream risk of developing 
antibody dependent enhancement (ADE), which is a major problem with any vaccine 
developed for coronaviruses. ADE is a risk for any type of vaccine, including RNA 
vaccines. The current RNA vaccines being rushed forward have only been tested for a 
few months, and ADE would not rear its ugly head for several years, although it could 
occur sooner. Therefore, the current clinical trial data is not anywhere close to being 
sufficient to rule out the health risk of ADE. If ADE does occur in an individual, then their 
response to the virus could be fatal when they are actually exposed to the virus post-
vaccination. To learn more about the possibility of ADE, click here to read my article —> 
“Is A Coronavirus Vaccine a Ticking Timebomb.” 

https://sciencewithdrdoug.com/2020/08/01/is-a-coronavirus-vaccine-a-ticking-time-bomb/
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In addition to the risks mentioned above, another risk becomes apparent: If the cell is 
infected with either an external virus, or endogenous retrovirus, while the vaccine is 
active in the cell, this from the vaccine could be genetically spliced into the existing 
genome of another virus. This virus would then gain a functional Spike protein, which 
would then allow it to infect respiratory tissues and other organs of the body. This 
means that viruses that were normally isolated to certain tissues would suddenly gain 
the ability to infect a much wider range of tissues, making them more pathogenic or 
deadly. 
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It’s probably good to point out at this stage of the discussion that an RNA vaccine has 
never been approved for use in humans. This would be the first time in history that such 
an approach would be used on a massive scale. Approximately 50 clinical trials have 
been conducted on RNA vaccines for cancer treatment, and about a dozen RNA-based 
vaccines are under development for SARS-CoV-2. Two candidates, one from 
Pfizer/BioNTech (BNT162b2) and the other from Moderna (mRNA-1273), are the 
furthest along, and have shown decent efficacy in Phase III clinical trials (although I 
would argue strongly the sample sizes of infected individuals in both experiments were 
so small that making this efficacy claim is rather dubious at this stage).  If you have read 
the news lately, these vaccines are being rushed headlong to be deployed on a massive 
scale with little attention being paid to the potential ramifications. 
 
My professional opinion is that since RNA vaccines are a new mode of delivering 
vaccines, they should be tested for 5-10 years to demonstrate that genetic modification 
is not a major concern. In addition, all coronavirus vaccines, regardless of type, should 
be tested for an equal duration to show that ADE is not a concern. It is absolutely 
impossible to rule out these safety concerns in less than a year. 
 
I only share this information so people are informed and can weigh the potential risks 
and benefits. The bottom line is the choice is up to you; however, for people to make 
such an important decision, they need to possess all of the information. 
 
Dr. Doug Corrigan has highlighted the very consequences that have actually occurred in 
those already vaxxed for Covid-19.  The ADE issue has been confirmed by Dr. Luc 
Montagnier and his team.  Antibody dependent enhancement (ADE) was so prevalent, 
the 2008 Nobel Peace Prize for Medicine reacted in the direst of terms of a massive die 
off of those receiving the spike Protein.  In addition, post mortem autopsies have 
confirmed the existence of the spike Protein throughout the entire body of those who 
have succumbed to Covid-19 and were fully vaxxed.  The future of those who 
consented to being jabbed is grave by all estimates.  The consensus is 6-months to two 
years, possibly as long as three to five years before death ensues! 
 
I will continue this with what comes from Dr. Corrigan’s follow-up. 
 
In my previous blog, “Will an RNA Vaccine Permanently Alter My DNA?”, I laid out 
several molecular pathways that would potentially enable the RNA in an mRNA vaccine 
to be copied and permanently integrated into our DNA. I was absolutely not surprised to 
find that the majority of people claimed that this prospect was impossible; in fact, I was 
expecting this response – partly because most people don’t possess a deep enough 
understanding of molecular biology, and partly because of other implicit biases. 
 
After all, we’ve been told in no uncertain terms that it would be impossible for the mRNA 
in a vaccine to become integrated into our DNA, simply because “RNA doesn’t work that 
way.”  Well, this current research which was released not too long after my original 
article demonstrates that yes, indeed, “RNA does work that way”. In my original article, I 
spelled out this exact molecular pathway. 
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Specifically, a new study by MIT and Harvard scientists demonstrates that segments of 
the RNA from the coronavirus itself are most likely becoming a permanent fixture in 
human DNA. (study linked below). This was once thought near impossible, for the same 
reasons which are presented to assure us that an RNA vaccine could accomplish no 
such feat. Against the tides of current biological dogma, these researchers found that 
the genetic segments of this RNA virus are more than likely making their way into our 
genome. They also found that the exact pathway that I laid out in in my original article is 
more than likely the pathway being used (retrotransposon, and in particular a LINE-1 
element) for this retro-integration to occur. 
 
And, unlike my previous blog where I hypothesize that such an occurrence would be 
extremely rare (mainly because I was attempting to temper expectations more 
conservatively due to the lack of empirical evidence), it appears that this integration of 
viral RNA segments into our DNA is not as rare as I initially hypothesized. It’s difficult for 
me to put a number on the probability due to data limitations present in the paper, but 
based on the frequency they were able to measure this phenomenon in both petri 
dishes and COVID patients, the probability is much greater than I initially anticipated. 
Due to this current research, I now place this risk as a more probable event than my 
original estimation. 
 
To be fair, this study didn’t show that the RNA from the current vaccines is being 
integrated into our DNA. However, they did show, quite convincingly, that there exists a 
viable cellular pathway whereby snippets of SARS-CoV-2 viral RNA could become 
integrated into our genomic DNA. In my opinion, more research is needed to both 
corroborate these findings, and to close some gaps.  
 
That being said, this data can be used to make a conjecture as to whether the RNA 
present in an RNA vaccine could potentially alter human DNA. This is because an 
mRNA vaccine consists of snippets of the viral RNA from the genome of SARS-CoV-2; 
in particular, the current mRNA vaccines harbor stabilized mRNA which encodes the 
Spike protein of SARS-CoV-2, which is the protein that enables the virus to bind to cell-
surface receptors and infect our cells. 
 
This was thought near impossible. Based on this ground-breaking study, I would hope 
that the highly presumptuous claim that such a scenario is impossible will find its way to 
the trash bin labeled: “Things We Were Absolutely and Unequivocally Certain Couldn’t 
Happen Which Actually Happened”; although, I have a suspicious feeling that the 
importance of this study will be minimized in quick order with reports from experts who 
attempt to poke holes in their work. It’s important to add that this paper is a pre-print that 
is not peer-reviewed yet; but I went through all of the data, methods, and results, and I 
see very little wrong with the paper, and some gaps that need closing- but, at least from 
the standpoint of being able to answer the question: can RNA from the coronavirus use 
existing cellular pathways to integrate permanently into our DNA? From that 
perspective, their paper is rock-solid. Also, please take note that these are respected 
scientists from MIT and Harvard. 
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Quoting from their paper: 
 
“In support of this hypothesis, we found chimeric transcripts consisting of viral fused to 
cellular sequences in published data sets of SARS-CoV-2 infected cultured cells and 
primary cells of patients, consistent with the transcription of viral sequences integrated 
into the genome. To experimentally corroborate the possibility of viral retro-integration, 
we describe evidence that SARS-CoV-2 RNAs can be reverse transcribed in human 
cells by reverse transcriptase (RT) from LINE-1 elements or by HIV-1 RT, and that 
these DNA sequences can be integrated into the cell genome and subsequently be 
transcribed. Human endogenous LINE-1 expression was induced upon SARS-CoV-2 
infection or by cytokine exposure in cultured cells, suggesting a molecular mechanism 
for SARS-CoV-2 retro-integration in patients. This novel feature of SARS-CoV-2 
infection may explain why patients can continue to produce viral RNA after recovery and 
suggests a new aspect of RNA virus replication.” 
 
Why did these researchers bother to investigate whether viral RNA could become 
hardwired into our genomic DNA? It turns out their motive had nothing to do with mRNA 
vaccines. The researchers were puzzled by the fact that there are a respectable number 
of people who are testing positive for COVID-19 by PCR long after the infection was 
gone. It was also shown that these people were not re-infected. The authors sought to 
answer how a PCR test is able to detect segments of viral RNA when the virus is 
presumably absent from a person’s body.  They hypothesized that somehow segments 
of the viral RNA were being copied into DNA and then integrated permanently into the 
DNA of somatic cells. This would allow these cells to continuously churn out pieces of 
viral RNA that would be detected in a PCR test, even though no active infection existed. 
Through their experiments, they did not find full-length viral RNA integrated into 
genomic DNA; rather, they found smaller segments of the viral DNA, mostly 
representing the nucleocapsid (N) protein of the virus, although other viral segments 
were found integrated into human DNA at a lower frequency. 
 
In this paper, they demonstrate that: 
 
1) Segments of SARS-CoV-2 Viral RNA can become integrated into human genomic 
DNA. 
 
2) This newly acquired viral sequence is not silent, meaning that these genetically 
modified regions of genomic DNA are transcriptionally active (DNA is being converted 
back into RNA). 
 
3) Segments of SARS-CoV-2 viral RNA retro-integrated into human genomic DNA in 
cell culture. This retro-integration into genomic DNA of COVID-19 patients is also 
implied indirectly from the detection of chimeric RNA transcripts in cells derived from 
COVID-19 patients. Although their RNAseq data suggests that genomic alteration is 
taking place in COVID-19 patients, to prove this point conclusively, PCR, DNA 
sequencing, or Southern Blot should be carried out on purified genomic DNA of COVID-
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19 patients to prove this point conclusively. This is a gap that needs to be closed in the 
research. The in vitro data in human cell lines, however, is air tight.  
 
4) This viral retro-integration of RNA into DNA can be induced by endogenous LINE-1 
retrotransposons, which produce an active reverse transcriptase (RT) that converts 
RNA into DNA. (All humans have multiple copies of LINE-1 retrotransposons residing in 
their genome.). The frequency of retro-integration of viral RNA into DNA is positively 
correlated with LINE-1 expression levels in the cell.  
 
5) These LINE-1 retrotransposons can be activated by viral infection with SARS-CoV-2, 
or cytokine exposure to cells, and this increases the probability of retro-integration. 
 
Instead of going through all of their results in detail (you can do that if you like by 
reading their paper), I will answer the big question on everyone’s mind – If the virus is 
able to accomplish this, then why should I care if the vaccine does the same thing? 
 
Well, first let’s just address the big elephant in the room first. First, you should care 
because, “THEY TOLD YOU THAT THIS WAS IMPOSSIBLE AND TO JUST SHUT UP 
AND TAKE THE VACCINE.” These pathways that I hypothesized (and these 
researchers verified with their experiments) are not unknown to people who understand 
molecular biology at a deeper level. This is not hidden knowledge which is only 
available to the initiated.  I can assure you that the people who are developing the 
vaccines are people who understand molecular biology at a very sophisticated level.  
So, why didn’t they discover this, or even ask this question, or even do some 
experiments to rule it out? Instead, they just used superficially simplistic biology 101 as 
a smoke screen to tell you that RNA doesn’t convert into DNA. This is utterly 
disingenuous, and this lack of candor is what motivated me to write my original article.  
They could have figured this out easily. 
 
Second, there’s a big difference between the scenario where people randomly, and 
unwittingly, have their genetics monkeyed with because they were exposed to the 
coronavirus, and the scenario where we willfully vaccinate billions of people while telling 
them this isn’t happening. Wouldn’t you agree? What is the logic in saying, “Well, this 
bad thing may or may not happen to you, so we’re going to remove the mystery and 
ensure that it happens to everyone.”? In my best estimate, this is an ethical decision 
that you ought to make, not them.  
 
Third, the RNA in the vaccine is a different animal than the RNA produced by the virus. 
The RNA in the vaccine is artificially engineered. First, it is engineered to stay around in 
your cells for a much longer time than usual (RNA is naturally unstable and degrades 
quickly in the cell). Second, it is engineered such that it is efficient at being translated 
into protein (they accomplish this by codon optimization). Increasing the stability of the 
RNA increases the probability that it will become integrated into your DNA; and, 
increasing the translation efficiency increases the amount of protein translated from the 
RNA if it does happen to become incorporated into your DNA in a transcriptionally 
active region of your genome. Theoretically, this means that whatever negative effects 
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are associated with the natural process of viral RNA/DNA integration, these negative 
effects could be more frequent and more pronounced with the vaccine when compared 
to the natural virus. 
 
As a side note, these researchers found that the genetic information for the 
nucleocapsid “N” protein was, by far, the largest culprit for being permanently integrated 
into human DNA (because this RNA is more abundant when the virus replicates in our 
cells). The vaccine, on the other hand, contains RNA that encodes the Spike (S) 
protein. Therefore, if the mRNA from the vaccine (or subsegments thereof) were to 
make its way into a transcriptionally-active region of our genome through a retro-
integration process, it will cause our cells to produce an over-abundance of Spike 
protein, rather than N protein. Our immune system does make antibodies to both N and 
S proteins, but it is the Spike protein which is the prime target for our immune system 
because it exists on the outside of the virus. If our cells become permanent (rather than 
temporary) Spike Protein producing factories due to permanent alteration of our 
genomic DNA, this could lead to serious autoimmune problems. I would imagine that 
autoimmunity profiles arising from such a scenario would be differentiated based on 
order of events (i.e., whether or not someone is vaccinated before or after exposure to 
coronavirus). 
 
Again, this is a theoretical exercise I am presenting for consideration. I am not making 
the claim that an mRNA vaccine will permanently alter your genomic DNA, and I didn’t 
make this claim in my first article, although it appears that troll sites made the fallacious 
claim that I did.  I simply asked the question, and provided hypothetical, plausible 
molecular pathways by which such an event could occur. I believe this current research 
validates that this is at least plausible, and most likely probable. It most certainly 
deserves closer inspection and testing to rule this possibility out, and I would hope that 
a rigorous and comprehensive test program would be instituted with the same 
enthusiasm that propelled the vaccine haphazardly through the normal safety 
checkpoints.  
 
Obviously, even given this information, people are still free to get vaccinated, and will do 
so according to the overall balance of risks and rewards that they perceive in their mind. 
The purpose of my article is to make sure you can make that assessment fairly by 
possessing all potential risks and rewards, rather than an incomplete set. For something 
as important as this, you should not be operating in the dark. 
 
In the latest UK PHE Vaccine Surveillance Report figures on Covid cases show that 
doubly vaccinated 40-70 year olds have lost 40% of their immune system capability 
compared to unvaccinated people. Their immune systems are deteriorating at around 
5% per week (between 2.7% and 8.7%). If this continues then 30-50 year olds will have 
100% immune system degradation, zero viral defense by Christmas and all doubly 
vaccinated people over 30 will have lost their immune systems by March next year. 
 
Dr. Corrigan has presented the clearest understanding of microbiology and this issue of 
the Spike Protein, which others are already on record stating that it is the “Kill” shot.  
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Now that we are in the fall season and moving towards colder weather, it should not be 
long before the evidence begins to accumulate where his assumptions will be confirmed 
and validated.   That said, it could become the largest “Eugenics” event of history. 
 

What is DNA 
It is a macro-molecule. It is the material that transfers genetic characteristics, traits, 
qualities or features that characterize a person. It’s constructed of 2 nucleotide strands 
coiled around each other in a ladder like arrangement twisted into a spiral. DNA stores 
information and are blueprints as it carries instructions. For years science has 
recognized that we have two active physical strands of DNA. We also have a further ten 
energetic DNA strands that have been dormant within the Human body. These dormant 
strands of DNA have been discovered by scientists, who not knowing the function of 
these strands, have identified them as ‘junk’ DNA. Our DNA is therefore our personal 
blueprint and as such holds all our mental, physical, emotional and Spiritual information. 
The original Human being had 12 Strands of DNA actively working and maintaining full 
function of the Human as a Spiritual Being. With our over preoccupation with left 
brained thinking and the closing down of our heart centers, these ‘extra’ DNA strands 
have since been lost. The consequences of this loss are that we live in a spiritually 
deficient society and our intuitive and healing abilities have been hugely reduced. It has 
also resulted in us only accessing and using a very small part of our brains.  Some will 
call it conscience, but my perception is that we are really talking intuition.  We recognize 
it as being active in mothers and their small children.   
 

Hebrew Letters in your DNA 
Activating the other strands can have a huge impact on our spiritual abilities. Between 
those 2 active strands are connected 22 amino acids. It’s no coincidence that the 
Hebrew divine letters consist of 22, Aleph – Tav. When God created, with the Hebrew 
letters, that creation process is firmly embedded into our DNA. DNA consists of 64 
codons, which deliver instruction to cells. They literally carry codes. Each codon 
consists of 3 nucleotides. 64 codons = 6+4 = 10 = Hebrew letter YUD. 10 represent the 
fullness and completeness of the Word. Everything starts with a spark, YUD, JESUS. 3 
Nucleotides = Hebrew letter, GIMMEL. It’s the camel, carrying heavenly supplies, 
moving up and down our spiritual DNA. 3 also represent the Trinity. We are multi-
dimensional beings and it’s all encoded in our DNA. Our DNA has the ability to vibrate 
at frequencies that transcends time and space. Just like the frequency of a radio can be 
tuned, so the frequency of our DNA can be tuned or programmed.   
 

Our DNA a song 
Everything on the planet has a unique DNA blueprint. Your DNA is composed of long 
strings of molecules called nucleotides that represent themselves in a sequence of 
dozens of unique combinations. Because the formula for your DNA can be converted to 
a logical alpha-numeric sequence, it can also be transformed into musical notes. In 
other words, your DNA is an original song. 
 
The first person known to discover this was a man by the name of Dr. Rubinstein.  Dr. 
Rubinstein was a researcher who says he found a unique pattern that forms breaks in 
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the amino acid sequence between the bridges. He claims the first break is at an interval 
of 10, the second at 5, the third at 6 and the fourth at 5. According to his research, he 
states this pattern then repeats itself all the way through the strand. Those numbers are 
the Hebrew letters YHVH. Should his research prove to be correct, then the name of 
JAHWEH, JHVH is encoded within our DNA.  Some have tried to debunk Dr. 
Rubinstein, yet many others have validated his discovery to be valid.  The very nature of 
this topic would be a critical proof for the existence of God no less! 
 
Acts 17:28 “For in him we live, and move, and have our being; as certain also of 
your own poets have said, For we are also his offspring.”  As some poets have 
said, “We are his offspring.”  If we are His offspring, then the very DNA of YHVH, 
Jesus/Yeshua is encoded within our DNA 
 
Genesis 28:12 “And he dreamed, and behold a ladder set up on the earth, and the 
top of it reached to heaven: and behold the angels of God ascending and 
descending on it.” 
 

 
 
When Jacob laid to rest his head upon the rock, he put his crown upon an altar which 
opened a portal for heavenly engagement. The only other Scripture that describes the 
angels ascending and descending is upon Jesus. As Jacob was dreaming about this 
ladder he was having a spiritual encounter with his own DNA structure of Christ 
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embedded within him and the angels ascending from within him, his DNA structure 
embedded in him as the Heavenly stairway from which Angels ascend and descend. It’s 
important to note the starting point of the angels’ movement is from within him. They did 
not descend from heaven upon him and then ascend back upwards, but they ascended 
from within him to the heavens and back down upon him. Do you realize the importance 
and what God has placed within you that the movements of the heavens are deeply 
encoded within your DNA structural genome. You are built to have the deepest and 
intense spiritual engagements with the heavens. You are an angelic highway. 
 
Just as an artist signs their signature at the bottom of their canvas painting, the 
Heavenly Father’s signature is found in all human DNA!  As I pointed out in an earlier 
article from Neil Whitehead, the DNA molecule appears as a double helix, looking like a 
spiral staircase.  There are “steps” to the spiral staircase, or, sulfuric bridges. These 
sulfuric bridges are what keep the two DNA strands attached together. 
 
Every 10 acids, or rungs in the DNA ladder, there is a bridge 
Every 5 acids, or rungs in the DNA ladder, there is a bridge 
Every 6 acids, or rungs in the DNA ladder, there is a bridge 
Every 5 acids, or rungs in the DNA ladder, there is a bridge 
 
This is a repeating pattern in the DNA double helix spiral through two meters of DNA, 
which consists of trillions of cells. 
 
 Do you know the meaning of 10-5-6-5? 
 
This is the numerical value of YHVH! The sulfuric bridges holding the DNA together 
repeat in a pattern that spells out the sacred name of the Creator! 
 
Encoded within the DNA of every person on the planet is the name of YHVH. The 
Master Creator signs his masterpiece of each human being with his very own signature. 
 
For those who repent and turn to Yeshua, He comes to dwell within us through the Holy 
Spirit: 
 
“At that day you will know that I am in My Father, and you in Me, and I in you. “If 
anyone loves Me, he will keep My word; and My Father will love him, and We will 
come to him and make Our home with him.”  -(John 14:20, 23) 
 
And so, our body is a Holy Temple where the Holy Spirit of Jesus/Yeshua dwells. Our 
Father’s name is encoded in our DNA.  I know that may surprise you and for many it is 
almost impossible to believe.  This information is not widely known to the general public. 
However, that does not diminish the importance and purpose of your DNA genome.  
Encoded in the DNA is your spiritual and genetic heritage.  See John 2:21 and 1st 
Corinthians 6:19.  “What? know ye not that your body is the temple of the Holy 
Ghost which is in you, which ye have of God, and ye are not your own?” 
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Therefore, Satan’s devious and diabolical plan is to desecrate our body, which is the 
temple that houses the Holy Spirit. He wants to remove the name of YHVH out of our 
DNA!   Satan wants to hijack the temple of Jesus/Yeshua, and occupy it for himself!   
 
Most people are unaware of what they have done and the heavy-handed tyranny being 
applied to keep that information from them will be explosive one day when they realize 
what has happened to their God-given DNA. 
  
In fact, when you go to the Moderna pharmaceutical website, they openly explain how 
the mRNA “medicine” will change your DNA.  It is NOT a vaccine. It is an 
EXPERIMENTAL “gene therapy” medicine. See for yourself in the two screen shots 
below taken from the Moderna website: 
 

 
Screen shot from Modernatx.com website, 
See website: https://www.modernatx.com/mrna-technology/mrna-platform-enabling-
drug-discovery-development 
 
When the “mRNA medicine” (not vaccine) is injected into someone, the mRNA 
overrides the person’s natural immune system and begins changing the person’s DNA. 
These are found in Moderna’s own words from their website: 
 

https://www.modernatx.com/mrna-technology/mrna-platform-enabling-drug-discovery-development
https://www.modernatx.com/mrna-technology/mrna-platform-enabling-drug-discovery-development
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I shared this information right from Moderna’ web page months ago in a couple articles. 
Dr. Sherri Tenpenny was the first to make this known on her web page in late 2020.  
The disinformation trolls continue to censor and block Dr. Tenpenny’s warnings. 
Modern’s CEO in early 2020 said they had cracked the ‘Code of Life’, which was 
reference to the DNA Genome, and with CRISPR-CAS9, they in essence now have the 
ability to create life.  We saw that in the creation of Covid-19, using the common cold 
virus and through CRISPR they were able to inject 18 fragments of the HIV1 genome 
and 4 fragments of SARS2.   This amounts to 92% of the AIDS viral pay load! 
 

 
Screen shot from Modernatx.com website 
 https://www.modernatx.com/mrna-technology/mrna-platform-enabling-drug-discovery-
development 
 
So, your human DNA that has YHVH encoded within it, will be “corrupted”, “polluted”, 
“made abominable” and “made desolate”. Could this be the true meaning of these 
words that have puzzled the prophets for centuries? 
 
“Then he shall confirm a covenant with many for one week; 
But in the middle of the week 
He shall bring an end to sacrifice and offering. 
And on the wing of abominations shall be one who makes desolate, 

https://www.modernatx.com/mrna-technology/mrna-platform-enabling-drug-discovery-development
https://www.modernatx.com/mrna-technology/mrna-platform-enabling-drug-discovery-development
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Even until the consummation, which is determined, 
Is poured out on the desolate.”  -(Daniel 9:27) 
 

 
 
With the advent of CRISPR in 2015, scientists have discovered a secret second code 
hiding within DNA which instructs cells on how genes are controlled. The amazing 
discovery is expected to open new doors to the diagnosis and treatment of diseases, 
according to a new study.  
 
Ever since the genetic code was first deciphered over 40 years ago, scientists have 
believed that it only described how proteins are made. However, the revelation made by 
the research team led by John Stamatoyannopoulos of the University of Washington 
indicates that genomes use the genetic code to write two separate languages.  
 
“For over 40 years we have assumed that DNA changes affecting the genetic code 
solely impact how proteins are made,” said Stamatoyannopoulos, according to the 
press release. “Now we know that this basic assumption about reading the human 
genome missed half of the picture.” 
 
Scientists discovered that the second language instructs the cells on how genes are 
controlled, according to findings published in ‘Science’ magazine. The study is part of 
the Encyclopedia of DNA Elements Project, also known as ENCODE.  
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DNA (Deoxyribonucleic acid) is a nucleic acid that is the main constituent of the 
chromosomes of all organisms, except some viruses. DNA is self-replicating, plays a 
central role in protein synthesis, and is responsible for the transmission of hereditary 
characteristics from parents to offspring.  We are finding there is so much more that 
man does not know with each new discovery.  
 

 
 
The second language remained hidden for so long because one language is written on 
top of the other, scientists said.  
 
Scientists already knew that the genetic code uses a 64-letter alphabet called codons. 
The research team discovered that some of the codons can have two meanings – one 
related to proteins, the other to gene control. Those codons were given the name 
‘duons.’  
 
And it’s those duons that are expected to change the way physicians interpret human 
genomes, and give clues for the treatments of diseases.  
 
“The fact that the genetic code can simultaneously write two kinds of information means 
that many DNA changes that appear to alter protein sequences may actually cause 
disease by disrupting gene control programs or even both mechanisms simultaneously,” 
said Stamatoyannopoulos.  
 
Speaking about the discovery, Stamatoyannopoulos said that the “new findings highlight 
that DNA is an incredibly powerful information storage device, which nature has fully 
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exploited in unexpected ways.”  I would express it somewhat differently of the incredible 
design our God has built in our body.   
 
Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) plays a crucial role in all living organisms because it is the 
key molecule responsible for storage and self-replication of genetic information. DNA 
can form a wide range of double helical structures and the most common form is B-DNA 
(Crick and Watson). The "pitch" (one full 360 ° rotation of the helix) is just 34 angstroms, 
whilst the diameter of the B-DNA helix is variously given as approximately 20. So the 
geometry of the most common DNA molecule might be seen to reflect the divine 
proportion: 34/21 = 1.6190.  For you math folks, this is the mathematical ratio for Phi ɸ.  
Phi appears in: 
 
•The proportions of the human body                   
•The proportions of many other animals 
•Plants 
•DNA 
•The solar system 
•Art and architecture 
•Music 
•Population growth 
•The stock market 
•The Bible and in theology 
 

 
 

DNA spiral as a Golden Section 
The DNA molecule, the program for all life, is based on the golden section.  It measures 
34 angstroms long by 20 angstroms wide for each full cycle of its double helix spiral. 
 

The mathematical properties of Pi   and Phi  are signatures of the Creator.  If one 
wants to refute that scientific fact they still must acknowledge it as an act of “Intelligent 
Design” and then answer that the designer is; and evolution becomes a flawed theory. 
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X-ray crystallography has been used to examine the structure of the DNA molecule. A 
detailed geometric analysis (axial view) reveals five sets of concentric double 
pentagons. Each double pentagon can be seen as a pair of pentagons offset from each 
other by 36°, creating a decagon. A decagon pattern is clearly seen in the axial view of 
ideal B-DNA.  I have not included drawings or illustrations of these decagon and 
pentagon patterns but they reflect symmetry of a Creator who has chosen to embed His 
Name as His personal property reminding us that we are fearfully and wonderfully 
made!  “I will praise thee; for I am fearfully and wonderfully made: marvelous are 
thy works; and that my soul knoweth right well.”  -(Psalm 139:14) 
 
The DNA double helix molecule accomplishes (self-replication) feats by means of the 
very same self-replicating attributes of the very geometry upon which it is built. 
 
So does DNA carry the signature of YHVH God via the self-replicating property of the 
"divine proportion,"?  Is the pope a Jesuit?  And if not, who designed-in the coded 
genetic information in the DNA nucleotides?  For the evolutionist, they are in a box from 
which they cannot escape.  There is nothing random about God’s Creation! 
 
Below is the cover of the April 2014 cover of ‘Nature’ magazine alongside the image of 
Luciferace, and the bioluminescence of how the “Mark” of the Beast will appear under 
an infrared scanner, “in and on the hand but invisible to the human eye”.   
 

 
 
CRISP-CAS9 technology offered hope for many who are victims of genetic mutations 
that most likely occurred as a result of environment pollution, air, water, poisons, 
chemicals, herbicides, pesticides, man-made pathogens.  As I was writing this and 
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entering into my computer on 10/27/21, I can see outside my window heavy chemtrail 
spraying of a likely new virus variant or another pathogen to shorten lives.    
 
 
The angstrom measurements of 34 and 21(20), of course, are numbers in the Fibonacci 
series and their ratio, 1.6190476 closely approximates phi, 1.6180339.  Recall what I 
said on page 28 above. 
 

DNA Spiral as a Golden Section 
The DNA molecule, the program for all life, is based on the golden section.  It measures 
34 angstroms long by 21(20) angstroms wide for each full cycle of its double helix spiral. 
 

 
 
B-DNA has spirals in phi proportions. 
 
DNA in the cell appears as a double-stranded helix referred to as B-DNA. This form of 
DNA has a two groove in its spirals, with a ratio of phi in the proportion of the major 
groove to the minor groove, or roughly 21 angstroms to 13 angstroms.  The DNA cross-
section is based on Phi.  We also know it as the Golden Ratio! 
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So, no matter which way you look at it, even in its smallest element, DNA, and life, is 
constructed using Phi and the golden section!  All of this information about human DNA 
takes on profound implications because of what the transhumanist movement has in 
mind for humanity.  Hence, begins the diabolical side of this article. 
   

Vaccines to Insert a Third Strand of DNA Into Your Body – Anthony Patch 
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Several years ago, Anthony Patch stated: 
 
“Let’s talk about people getting the flu shot. ..There’s another very insidious disease, 
which is really a man-made disease, a biological construct, called the MERS 
Coronavirus. I would like to go all the way to the end – what’s the purpose, what’s the 
goal? If you have a man-made virus – why was it created? Simply just to kill people? 
That’s one part of it, but if you go further and deeper into that, it is to get people to 
demand the vaccine. Why would you want people to demand the vaccine? It’s because 
you want them to have something in their bodies that is in the vaccine.” 
 
“What is in the vaccine that they want everyone to have inside their body?  It is a 
DNA manipulator/modifier.. a third strand of DNA.”  This is precisely what people 
are receiving when they take the AstraZenica, J&J, Moderna, and Pfizer “gene” therapy 
in the form of the mRNA spike Protein (PEG). 
 
The third strand is coated in an extremely thin coating of gold, a billionth of a 
millimeter. It is applied through the use of CRISPR technology.  It increases the surface 
area around the DNA so that more information can be digitally coded onto it.  
Essentially you are creating a third strand of DNA, you are transferring it into a person’s 
body through a vaccine, that the person is demanding, because they are afraid of 
contracting the MERS or Coronavirus vaccine…the powers that be sit back and chuckle 
and …create the problem and then present the solution. [Hegelian Dialectic] people will 
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demand the solution and we achieve our ultimate goal. People then become a hybrid; a 
Cyborg, part human and part artificial intelligence by which they can be controlled. 
 
Once a person is injected, almost immediately their DNA undergoes 
transformation…The insidious part of this is they lose all awareness of the fact that 
they’ve lost their independence and their ability to make decisions and think on their 
own.  
 
Their moral independence, their religious, ethical and moral beliefs – all of those go 
away.  Once you’ve lost the awareness that you’ve lost your independence, then what 
do the powers that be do with these new forms of humans? They can control them and 
turn them into a serf class… 
 
A class of slaves to serve the elite!  To serve the Ray Kurzweils of the world, who 
want to achieve immortality.  But they need to have labor to manufacture and 
develop the technologies.  They plan to keep around on the order of 500,000,000 of 
those to do their feudal labor work. 
  
They have enough technologies now. They don’t care about hiding it anymore, their 
agenda is far advanced…that no longer are they worried about you and me and the 
coming serf class, they’re not worried about us rebelling. In fact, we won’t rebel, 
because we have been so dumbed down…They will achieve the hive mentality, like a 
bee hive.  Worker bees, soldier bees, serving the queen.  There is still hope for those 
who will not consent or submit to the shots.  I’m referring to the Pre-Tribulation Rapture! 
 

What do these people become? They become a hybrid. 
There is already in existence a third strand of DNA, constructed of silica and it’s also 
coated in gold, from which you are building a third strand of DNA…the purpose of the 
gold is to increase the surface area around the strand to increase the surface area so 
that more information can be digitally programmed or imported.  Successive “booster” 
shots will serve to “upload” the human body with additional segments of the ultimate 
Cyborg making a person into a part human and part AI or Artificial Intelligence. 
 
Essentially you are creating a third strand of DNA and importing that into a person’s 
body, through a vaccine that the person is demanding because they are afraid of 
contracting MERS, Coronavirus or Avian flu or whatever it may be. And the powers that 
be sit back and chuckle and say – “We couldn’t force people to take this vaccine and 
this third strand of DNA; they would rebel against it. But if we create the problem and 
present the solution, people will demand it. We won’t rebel because we’ve been so 
dumbed down.” 
 

Seattle Space Needle Penetrates DNA: New Year Vaccine Programming 
I viewed a video presentation not long ago that actually revealed the Luciferian plan for 
the third strand DNA.  The following examines the Seattle Space Needle and it's 
connection to the COVID-19 vaccine. Spiritual discretion is advised...  You can view the 
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Seattle New Year’s Eve extravaganza by looking for it on You Tube.  Through a graphic 
light presentation they flaunted their Luciferian plan for 2021.   
 
It took less than one minute into the New Year for the Luciferian elite to put a time 
stamp on their agenda for 2021. Forward to the fifty-eight second of the video and we 
saw the Seattle Space "Needle" penetrating an illuminated human Double-Helix DNA 
genome strand. Outside of the double-strand, twirling in sync, is another lighted single 
strand of Messenger RNA, embedded in the COVID-19 vaccine and injected by the 
"needle" which will merge with the Double-Helix DNA genome strand, creating a Trans-
human hybrid, containing a Triple-Helix DNA genome strand. 
  
Transhumanists are attempting to create an eternal, uniquely original, triple helix, DNA 
genome code third strand. Adam and Eve were the first Trans-humans, displaying an 
external spirit and internal body, perfectly reflecting God's triple helix DNA genome code 
strand.  The proverbial eating of forbidden fruit of the tree of knowledge, good and evil 
reveals there is much more and deeper to this story. 
 
Fallen man carries a double helix DNA genome code strand, or two-thirds of what it was 
Six protons, six electrons and six neutrons....Six Six Six. God creates within a 
framework of three. When Adam and Eve fell, their triple-helix DNA code transmuted 
from three strands into two. One whole comprised of three became two-thirds of one… 
or 66.6% of one. The number of a man; It’s the third strand of DNA code that enabled 
Adam and Eve to telepathically communicate with God and trans-relocate without the 
obstacle of time and space.  Freemasonry has laid claim to the esoteric meaning of the 
33.3.  Albert Pike and other Grandmasters of the Lodge will tell you that their secrets 
are in the King James Bible. 
 
RNA changes the nuclei of every cell in the human body, producing the double helix 
DNA. RNA changes the DNA of the host. That is what our God given RNA does 
normally. RNA produces the double helix DNA strand. With Messenger RNA or mRNA 
vaccine will have a sequence of nucleotides. These nucleotides form the basic 
structural unit of nucleic acids such as DNA. a compound consisting of a nucleoside 
linked to a phosphate group. The mRNA vaccine will rearrange the human genome, the 
complete set of genes or genetic material present in every cell.  From what we know, 
the first autopsy of a vaxxed individual who died, the spike protein (PEG) had within 
hours literally spread throughout the victim’s body.    
 
The nucleus is contained within the human cell. With the mRNA vaccine the RNA will be 
delivered to the cell via hydrogel. Contained within the hydrogel are micro (nano) size 
magnetic particles (graphene oxide) which respond to magnetism, and a 5G magnetic 
signal, propelling the hydrogel that carries the RNA. Thus providing the propulsion 
necessary to penetrate the cell membrane and move thru the cytoplasm liquid 
contained within the cell. The RNA contained within the hydrogel will then pierce the 
nucleus and begin to naturally replicate itself in a twisted strand of double helix DNA. 
But this DNA is coated artificially. An RNA creation and rearrangement of nucleotides, 
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producing a DNA artificial sequence. All though the sequence is artificial, the coding 
is permanent.  
 
The Messenger RNA is the first and only vaccine to create a process known as 
transfection. Trans-infection fundamentally changes the human DNA, into a hybrid. In 
other words, the unique vibrational frequency given to us by God will be systemically 
changed, and we’ll no longer reflect the image of God. At this point the option for 
salvation is nullified.  It seems so surreal, yet invisibly this is what happens when you 
accept the Vax “gene” therapy! 
 
It appears the COVID-19 vaccine is the first attempt to create a Triple-Helix DNA 
utilizing the a single strand of synthetic RNA to cleave to the Double-Helix DNA, forming 
a third stand and replicating the process until the human becomes a Trans-human 
hybrid.  
 
One thing the masses misunderstand about Luciferian's is their obligation to disclose 
the agenda according to the rules of the occult esoteric religion. They believe non-
disclosure is a violation of free will and will result in a spiritual backlash.  This is why 
predictive programming is something to be aware of; Movies like “Back to the Future’ 
and TV cartoons such as the “Simpsons”  told us in advance of what was coming!    
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It is becoming evident that the vax platform of the Vax lepers is not just an mRNA 
changing DNA, but is being proven to be a third strand of human DNA. 
 
In humans you have the Double Helix, meaning you have two strands of DNA which 
wrap around each other like an antenna.  With the realignment of magnetism, the nano 
particles and the Morgellon’s fibers replication, this synthetic evolution of humans is 
taking on a new dimension. Instead of height and width, humans who have been vaxxed 
are being given a depth as well.  That may seem well and good but it represents fallen 
man playing God in the realm reserved by the Lord Himself! 
 
In Biblical terms, the Holy Spirit is the third strand of DNA, Spiritual DNA, in the false 
tree of life in the immortals in the vax, there is a third strand of DNA which is not God 
like, or which would accept being plugged into God, but which will transform humans to 
respond to a phased array, or Elon Musk type SatNet with 5G and then 6G as humans 
are transformed to accept those higher frequencies.  5G is an integral part of this plan to 
re-write human DNA to handle these higher frequencies.  It is the energy source that will 
control your Cyborg existence, linking the individual to the “Cloud” where an individual’s 
“Financial, Personal, and Health” data will be maintained.  This new “cashless” system 
is called Libra, and is a product of Concordia in Greece.  Elon Musk has close to 2,000 
5G satellites in low and medium orbit at this time.  This does not include another 
100,000 telecom 5G satellites that will put every person on the planet “in touch” with 
every other being or entity through your cell phone and wireless devices.  
 
Something which I have not commented on, and is another exclusive in matter anti 
matter revelations is that you cannot normally see ghosts, Angels or demons, due to 
their vibrating at a higher frequency. They move faster. That is what humans will be 
approaching. As ghost are more visible in being enhanced in electrical storms in ion 
discharges, humans will be more receptive to this ion charge and these vaxed in this 
synthetic evolution might become trans-dimensional beings in operating at a frequency 
which would make them ghostlike. Normal human tissue is not designed for this type of 
charge and would harm that tissue. The synthetics of Morgellons though will construct a 
structure which will be more accepting of this charge. 
  
Those who are Biblically ignorant are warned to fear God Who can destroy both body 
and soul in hell.  Souls are immortal. They can be destroyed. We do not know for 
certain if the Elon Musk charge will be necessary to sustain this “synthetic” immortality. 
In other words, are the vaxed humans evolved like lightbulbs in needing electricity to 
light up? If that is the case, then this SatNet grid with 5G and 6G would need to be in 
continuous operation or the vaxed would begin degrading. We do not know of these 
transformed biological units can self-generate. The recently discovered Hydra Vulgaris 
in vials of the vaxxes, the fresh-water polyp, is a small animal freshwater hydroid with 
length from 10mm to 30-mm and width about 1-mm. The hydra has four to twelve 
tentacles that protrude from just outside the mouth. They feed by extending their 
tentacles and waiting for food to touch the tentacles. They then bring the food to their 
mouth, ingest and digest the organism. Anything that cannot be digested is egested. 
Ingestion and egestion occur through the mouth.  The Hydra Vulgaris is often used, like 
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many hydra, as a model organism for morphallactic regeneration because they are easy 
to care for, requiring minimal direct care, and reproduce relatively quickly. It is reported 
that they do not undergo senescence, making them biologically immortal. 
 
This species can reproduce in three ways: sexual reproduction, budding, and indirectly 
through regeneration. The evidence of intelligent self-assembly of nanotechnology and 
intelligent filament-movement is an indicator of “synthetic” biology and nano-
bioelectronics, as per several scientific papers published in various journals, and points 
to the reason why the stealth inclusion of Graphene Oxide in the Moderna vaccine for 
electromagnetic manipulation of cells and neurons via the creation of synthetic neural 
networks in the human body and brain. This is a clear sign of malfeasance and intended 
trans-humanizing and cyborgizing of the human body through the COVID vaccines.  
There are facets that I cannot go into at this point, such as Quantum computing and a 
wireless neural-link inserted beneath the back of the neck below the skull.   
 
It must be remembered that both Pfizer and Moderna developed the Transhumanist 
mRNA vaccines for DARPA, on DARPA contracts from 2013. Pfizer and Moderna’s 
military connections as well as the mRNA connections with DARPA’s Regina Dugan 
now directing the Wellcome LEAP ventures and DARPA’s Dan Wattendorf now at the 
Gates Foundation have been discussed. DARPA’s “Pandemic Prevention Platforms” 
and ADEPT diagnostic and monitoring platforms are based on bioengineering, gene 
manipulation, and “synthetic” biology. These human-takeover programs envision an 
infinite future of mRNA vaccines and external control of the human body and brain, 
which Graphene Oxide would facilitate.  Dr. Carrie Madej reported the finding of this 
organism found in a vile of vaccine under 400X magnification,   
 
These people are fixated upon achieving immortality and there are no limits in 
how they plan to bring this about.  It matters not if they kill a billion people in the 
process of experimenting on the masses to perfect their plan.  This agenda is all about 
achieving immortality using humanity as the guinea pig like a rat or ferret! 
 
It is one thing to be Jesus in Pure Life and another for some grubber like you who is 
chemically electrically sustained, needing oxygen, minerals and amino acids to create a 
body life current for the host soul to be housed in. This mRNA is not changing the soul 
as the soul is not organic. So the body is what is being changed to an immortal status.  
 
As the Lake of Fire will short out or consume the soul, the reality is if the 1% gets this 
wrong, there are going to be perpetual rotting people who will not die. The subject that 
has not been stressed is, what if this vax welds the soul to a “synthetic” body which will 
not die, but will rot. Imagine being locked in a body in a permanent link to the soul, and 
being in perpetual pain, or a torment like hell.  “And the kings of the earth, and the 
great men, and the rich men, and the chief captains, and the mighty men, and 
every bondman, and every free man, hid themselves in the dens and in the rocks 
of the mountains; 16And said to the mountains and rocks, Fall on us, and hide us 
from the face of him that sitteth on the throne, and from the wrath of the Lamb:”  -
(Revelation 6:15-16). 
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The Synthetic Prion and the assembled parts are a platform for transformation. The 
evidence is in the saline injections, the ruling class getting fake vaxes, and that the 
vaxxes had to be broken up, means that this transformation is too much for the human 
body to deal with. Think of this vax as a series of cancers, which is not eating the host 
alive, but is devouring energies in order to transform a human into a trans-human. 
These vax platforms are designed for other platforms to be loaded into them. 
 
We now know from Jewish concerns that this vax wears out or is said to in 6 months. 
That means people are going to be forced vaxed, and as owned by the corporates as 
they are no different than genetic material of Monsanto BTcorn. This third strand is not 
yours. It is from a combined source of Astra, Pfizer and Moderna who own that prion, 
and once that prion is in you, it is you that is no longer being a natural organism, but an 
organism which is owned by these gene modification corporations.  You become like 
Monsanto BTcorn or genetically modified Roundup Ready soybeans that are resistant 
to Roundup. 
 
So the projection is, people are just starting to be transformed. This is the third strand 
Genesis of what will require more injections of these substances to evolve humans to 
not be human anymore. All of this is over a decade old in how this was created. The 
Patents began in this during 2008 to 2017 AD.  The NIH began this with Anthony Fauci 
and soon became the interest of DARPA, the military advanced weapon's department.  
Before people had received their 2-dose vax, the media was hyping the need for two 
boosters, and even more frequent boosters to upload elements of this package of 
genetic upgrades.  I view it very much to the many space launches needed to build and 
assemble the International Space Station. 
 
The SAARS Coronavirus Bat was patented 73 times for use to make money. From 2015 
A.D., Peter Daszek of Eco Health Alliance stated that the media needed to hype a Pan 
Coronavirus for a vaccine. There was not a lab leak. This was a deliberate transmission. 
This is crimes against humanity. 
 
The NIH, University of North Carolina Chapel Hill and Moderna joined in for a spike 
protein vaccine by the end of 2019. This was well before there was an outbreak of the 
Coronavirus.   
 
There are those who were involved in this for money. Money to the 1% is only a tool not 
a value to deal with the mass population. Money though has nothing to do with the third 
strand DNA. 
 
All of this has been proven planned and plotted for over a decade. This prion is a 
“platform” more than just a bioweapon which was capable of being morphed into a 
number of political objectives. We have 1/3rd of the population of the world vaccinated 
who are in the process of being transformed into something which is not human. 
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This is the third strand genesis of for lack of a better term, the Homo sapiens. The 
species, and that Homo sapien is about to be erased as all other species have 
disappeared.  This is science gone rogue, with a potential of wiping out the species! 
 

Synthetic mRNA Vaccine Could Systemically Change Human DNA 
If the synthetic Messenger RNA vaccine does systemically change the human DNA, will 
we witness the first hybrid race since the Nephilim?  
 
Genesis 6: 4, says, “There were giants in the earth in those days, and also after 
that, when the sons of God came in unto the daughters of men, and they bare 
children to them. The same became mighty men, which were of old, men of 
renown.”  
 
The Book of Enoch, Chapter 7 says, “It happened after the sons of men had multiplied 
in those days that daughters were born to them, elegant and beautiful. And when the 
angels, the sons of heaven, beheld them, they became enamored of them, saying to 
each other Come, let us select for ourselves wives from the progeny of men, and let us 
beget children.’”  
 
I’m not saying the first generation after the synthetic RNA vaccine are going to be 
giants, but rather they will be the first generation since the Nephilim, not to be created in 
the image of God.  It still is extremely hard for me to accept the idea that all of this is 
based upon “synthetic biology”.  This virus was man-made on a computer screen using 
a gene-editing device known as CRISPR-CAS9.  And to think this research has been 
underway for at least a decade if not longer is stunning.    
 
Currently, a third of the rebel angels and the two-hundred additional ‘Watcher’ angels 
are imprisoned in dark chains awaiting final judgment from God.  And it was the two 
hundred ‘Watcher’ angels who descended on Mount Hermon, transformed into a human 
bodies, and had sex with woman.  Their offspring, the Nephilim, half human, half angel 
were created for the singular purpose of corrupting the DNA genome code of man and 
preventing a future offer of redemption from Jesus Christ. This was the scheme of 
Lucifer since the Garden of Eden.  We are seeing a similar repeat of the Genesis 6 
narrative! 
 
The Watchers In The Book Of Daniel – the watchers are mentioned not less than 3 
times in the Book of Daniel. More exactly, in Daniel 4:13, 17 and 23. These watchers 
appear in Nebuchadnezzar’s dream. He sees these watchers or holy ones coming down 
from the sky or heaven, in his dream. Reading these verses carefully we can see that 
the watchers from the book of Daniel are angels. They came with a message from God, 
The Most High, to Nebuchadnezzar. 
 
The Watchers In The Books Of Enoch – the terms of “watcher” or “watchers” appear 
numerous times in each of the books of Enoch. Each of them being translated from 
Aramaic. Therefore, these translations also refer to the angels or messengers of God. 
Enoch uses the term ‘iyr instead of “malakha” (angel). 

https://spiritualexperience.eu/guardian-angel-daniel/
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Enoch describes good and disobedient watchers. The disobedient watchers, 200 in 
number, are called “irin” by the prophet. They are also called “Sons of God”. Enoch 
describes them coming down to earth and marrying human females; who then give birth 
to human-angel hybrids called Nephilim’s. 
 
Before the fall in the Garden of Eden, Adam and Eve reflected God’s perfect triple-helix 
DNA genome code, wearing their spirits externally and bodies internally. After their 
expulsion from Eden, both were downgraded to a perishable double-helix DNA genome 
code, displaying their bodies externally and their spirits internally. 
 
God promised he would restore Eden as the second Adam in the person of Jesus 
Christ. A unique God/human hybrid, offering the free gift of salvation. Lucifer knew 
God’s extension of grace was for humans only. So he sent the ‘Watcher’ angels to 
corrupt man’s DNA by mixing it with angelic DNA. If man no longer reflected God’s 
image, then redemption wasn’t possible.   
 
God creates within a framework of three. When Adam and Eve fell, their triple-helix 
DNA code transmuted from three strands into two. The whole comprised of three 
became two-thirds of one… or 66.6% of one…… Six, Six, Six. The number of a man. 
It’s the third strand of DNA code that enabled Adam and Eve to telepathically 
communicate with God and trans-relocate without the obstacle of time and space.  
 
Every human contains a scroll of DNA determining their physicality, intellect and 
emotions. Forty-six chromosomes half from the father and half from the mother form 
one individual set containing a double helix DNA genome code. This physical testimony 
and record of the parents’ lives has been passed down and preserved since the flood. 
 
Currently, man is infused with a double helix DNA molecule containing the chemical 
alphabet A, C, T, and G. In different combinations, these building blocks provide the fuel 
to create, change, grow and reproduce. DNA is spiritual technology if we can use that 
term. Transforming dust into life, RNA is the invisible bond/glue which empowers DNA 
to upload its genetic code and form tangible matter, ultimately manifesting as “synthetic 
biology” in the third dimension of the first heaven. Ninety-five percent of the remaining 
DNA is invisible, hyper-dimensional shifting… portal technology.  
 
So how does an mRA or Messenger RNA vaccine work? I do not want to be repetitive 
here, I want you to grasp what takes place with their so-called innocuous vaxx.  RNA 
changes the nuclei of every cell in the human body, producing the double helix DNA. 
RNA changes the DNA of the host being. That is what our God given RNA does 
normally. RNA produces the double helix DNA strand. A Messenger RNA or mRNA 
vaccine will have a sequence of nucleotides. These nucleotides form the basic 
structural unit of nucleic acids such as DNA. a compound consisting of a nucleoside 
linked to a phosphate group. The mRNA vaccine will rearrange the human genome. the 
complete set of genes or genetic material present in every cell.  The once refuted idea 
that messenger DNA re-writes a person’s God-given DNA has been confirmed by 
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scientists at Harvard and MIT when validating the premises of Dr. Corrigan, noted 
earlier. 
 
Dr. Judy Mikovits has stated the mRNA coronavirus vaccine could kill 50 million 
Americans over the next 40 years. The types being rolled out by Pfizer and Moderna 
have to be stored at minus -94 degrees Fahrenheit and leads to the next question. Why 
94 degrees below zero?  
 
Children’s Health Defense had the following analysis, “mRNA vaccines undergoing 
Covid-19 clinical trials, including the Moderna vaccine, rely on a nanoparticle-based 
“carrier system” containing a synthetic chemical called polyethylene glycol (PEG).” So 
apparently nanoparticles are so volatile, they must be contained under extreme 
temperatures. 
 
Also, contributing to their vaccine “delivery” system is DARPA (Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency) who have funded an implantable biochip which can 
potentially deploy the mRNA vaccine as soon as 2021. 
  

 
 
The chip and the vaccine are the resultant discovery made by then Harvard professor 
and future co-founder of Moderna; Derek Rossi in 2010 stated he found a way to 
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reprogram mRNA, the molecule which give genetic instructions for cell development in 
the human body.  In the most basic of meanings, Derek Rossi had declared man has 
usurped the creative power of God! 
 
How it works… The nucleus is contained within the human cell. With the mRNA vaccine 
the RNA will be delivered to the cell via hydrogel. Contained within the hydrogel are 
micro nano-size magnetic particles (graphene oxide) which respond to magnetism, and 
a 5G magnetic signal, propelling the hydrogel, that carries the RNA. Thus providing the 
propulsion necessary to penetrate the cell membrane and move thru the cytoplasm 
liquid contained within the cell. The RNA contained within the hydrogel will then pierce 
the nucleus and begin to naturally replicate itself in a twisted strand of double helix 
DNA. But a DNA that is coated artificially! An RNA creation and rearrangement of 
nucleotides; producing a DNA artificial sequence. All though the sequence is artificial, 
the coding is permanent.  
  
So how does this connect to the COVID -19 Messenger RNA Vaccine?  First there has 
never been a vaccine like this before. It is the first vaccine to completely skip animal 
trials, and go straight to humans. Every mRNA  trial volunteer has experienced adverse 
effects when given a full dose,100%. And Messenger RNA is the first and only vaccine 
to create a process known as trans-in-fec-tion.  Trans-in-fect-ion fundamentally changes 
the human DNA, into a hybrid.  In other words, the unique vibrational frequency given to 
us by God will be systemically changed, and we’ll no longer reflect the image of God. At 
this point the option for salvation is nullified.  We know animal trials were suspended 
when all the test animals died within 2 days. 
 
5G will be implemented as the vibrational altering frequency platform, activating 
nanobots that are part and parcel of the COVID-19 mRNA vaccine now embedded in 
the body and the subject literally becomes an antenna.  The major ingredient in 
Chemtrail spraying over the past thirty years has been aluminum, a natural antenna. 
Once the nanobots get in, they can never be removed and become part of your DNA as 
you morph into a programmable product like an I-phone.  Although I had all the pieces 
of this puzzle in my possession three years ago, it was one of those situations where I 
had a puzzle but lacked both the puzzle box cover lid with the Big Picture as well as the 
assembly instructions.   
 
At 60-GHz, 5G can affect the hemoglobin, which carries the oxygen from your lungs to 
your body tissues. This confirms all the 5G accounts for the videos where we watched  
citizens in Wuhan China dropping dead in the streets in late 2019. 
 
The required digital certificate will prove you’ve received the COVID-19 mRNA vaccine 
and validation will be confirmed with a light emitting compound called Luciferase.  
Luciferase is another ingredient contained within the COVID-19 mRNA vaccine The 
digital certificate could also be used for digital currency transactions in the form of 
crypto-currencies, once cash is deemed illegal.  And because this vaccine will contain 
nano- crystals and nano-bots, your personal biometrics will be read 24/7 and uploaded 
into the cloud. The Luciferian elite will know your every emotion, such as when you’ve 
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taken drugs; the last time you had sex; where you’ve been and where you’re going to. 
Every private part of your life will be on display and the technocrats will design a 
predictive program algorithm unique to your personality. Think of the movie “Minority 
Report” on steroids. 
 
On March 26th, 2020, The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation applied for patent number 
060606 to take this biometric data and give every human a bar code and connect us to 
crypto-currencies. At this point we become slaves to the technocratic system. Patent 
060606 could connect all humans to a beast machine, turning each of us into a 
commodity. 
 
If a synthetic piece of DNA or RNA can merge with the human genome, then the owners 
of the synthetic DNA or RNA could legally own that human.  Unvaxxed natural humans 
cannot be patented nor electronically controlled. 
 
What about the mRNA delivery system? There is a micro-needle platform developed by 
MIT. Once ready for market, it could be shipped to your home. Just put it on your hand, 
take off the sticker, and you’ve been vaccinated. The Band-Aid contains tiny 
microneedles, purposely designed as snake viper fangs. This wasn’t a coincidence 
either. Contained within this delivery system are three known ingredients….. 
 
1 Hydro-gel 
2 Lucifer-ase enzyme 
3 COVID vaccine 
 
1. Hydrogel is a permanent chip, like a soft contact lens which connects humans to the 
Internet “cloud.” The chip, smaller than the size of a grain of rice, provides feedback to a 
database on changes in body chemistry and other biometrics including human 
emotions. Hydrogel, a DARPA invention, is microscopic robot nanotechnology, having 
the ability to disassemble or reassemble. In addition, the hydrogel has the ability to 
connect with Artificial Intelligence, the cloud and other smart devices. In addition to 
monitoring your emotions hydrogel will know if you’ve taken an illegal drugs or are about 
to do something irrational. Just think of the 2002 movie “Minority Report” and pre-crime. 
 
2. Luciferase is an enzyme that produces a light, aka The “Light Bearer”. Luciferase is 
injected under the skin, but cannot be seen by the human eye. However, when scanned 
with a smart phone app Luciferase will give a digital code to confirm you’ve been 
vaccinated. Luciferase will hold your patent vaccination record and validates your 
unique ID. At this point you become a patented product owned by the corporation that 
owns that patent. 
 
3. The COVID-19 vaccine is modified RNA that over-writes your DNA.  Pfizer and 
Moderna led the charge with a modified RNA vaccine, containing the Corona virus 
code. After hydrogel, Luciferase and the synthetic RNA are injected simultaneously the 
body begins to transcribe the synthetic RNA, making more of the virus. The idea is the 
body will then begin to make anti-bodies, improving T-cell response. 
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The problem using this process is an effect known as Transfection. Transfection is how 
genetically modified organisms or GMO’s are created. Or course GMO fruits and 
vegetables are not as healthy as organic. The same holds true for GMO humans or 
human-hybrids. Transfection will change the human DNA and its genome. Once the 
Transfection become stable it will replicate the genome. This is when the synthetic 
genome becomes a permanent part of the genome. The ensuing effects result in 
genetic mutation or what is known as “Gene Drive Technology” or “Gene Extinction 
Technology,.” the ability to eliminate one species at a time. If it can be done to an 
insect, it can be done to a human. 
 
Being fully vaccinated is painted by the MSM (Mainstream Media) as a civic duty, a 
moral responsibility and ‘the right thing to do.’ Putting aside the outrageous propaganda 
involved in that claim for a minute, let’s focus for now on what that even means. What is 
fully vaccinated? 1 shot? 2 shots? 3 shots (2 shots plus a booster)? 4 shots? The 
answer not only depends where you are but when you are. Many Israelis protested 
when their government required a 4th COVID vax shot for them to keep their vaccine 
passport (called a Green Pass) valid. Perhaps it finally dawned on them that being fully 
vaccinated was going to be something whose definition their government, not they, 
decided. But it’s not just about location, it’s also about what point in time you’re 
occupying. Fully vaccinated means different things at different points in the scamdemic. 
That’s the whole point: the term fully vaccinated is designed to mean whatever the New 
World Order (NWO) controllers want it to mean at any given time. All of this will be 
accessible on one’s cell phone through a QR code pass! 
 
Just in time for holiday travel, the TSA and Delta Airlines are teaming up with a travel 
tech company called Pangiam to introduce facial recognition technology at the 
Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport in Atlanta, Georgia. TSA PreCheck passengers 
with the Fly Delta app won’t have to pull out a passport or driver’s license when the 
pass through security or board the plane. 
 
They’ll just present their “digital ID,” which includes their Delta SkyMiles member 
number, their passport number, and their Known Traveler number issued by TSA 
PreCheck. That digital ID will be attached to a scan of their faces... 
 
In an article published on October 22nd 2021, the Jeff Bezos-owned MSM ‘Washington 
Post’ tries to explain away the very basis for why it was telling people to get vaxxed in 
the first place. It’s one of countless contradictions in the official COVID narrative which, 
if it were a high-school student, would have scored an F for internal coherency and 
logic. One of the dominant and prevailing mantras of the COVID plandemic has been 
“vaccination is the only way out of this” and “the vaccine is the path back to normalcy.” 
Truth be told, gene-modifying vaccines are the path to the New Normal, part of the 
WEF’s Great Reset (a rebranding of the NWO) through introducing nanotechnology into 
people’s bodies. The idea that COVID vaccines are the only way out relies on so many 
assumptions, such as that the virus exists, that Big Pharma vaccine manufacturers had 
a real specimen of it when they made the vaccine, that COVID is a new disease caused 
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by SARS-CoV-2 and many more. Remember, even Big Pharma companies have 
admitted that the vaccine was never designed to stop COVID transmission or stop 
serious COVID infection. 
 
The ‘Washington Post’ admits the definition of “fully vaccinated” is a moving target: 
 
“All of this boils down to, essentially, an ongoing attempt to define “fully vaccinated.” 
Who is “fully vaccinated” against covid-19, and for how long? The honest answer is that 
the target is moving before our eyes. Until 2021, “fully vaccinated” was not a standard 
phrase, any more than “fully married” or “fully graduated from college.” Typically a 
person is considered “vaccinated” or “unvaccinated.” … Early this year, as coronavirus 
vaccines began to become available to the public, the term was useful … Ten months 
later, abundant new evidence has actually made it less clear whether our vaccine 
regimens should consist of one, two or three doses. Currently, the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention says people are fully vaccinated “2 weeks after their second 
dose” of Pfizer or Moderna, or “2 weeks after a single-dose vaccine” such as Johnson & 
Johnson. This definition is already obsolete; as of last month, the agency also 
recommends third doses of the Pfizer shot for high-risk groups after six months. Soon 
the recommendation is expected to extend to everyone over 40.” 
 
Being a MSM rag, of course, it continues by trying to justify the unjustifiable, blaming 
those around the vaccinated person. Blaming the unvaccinated has become a 
significant COVID trend in the last few months: 
 
“The answer is that [the vaccinated] can still die in the same way a person who is “fully 
vaxxed” still can. The degree to which any of us are protected by vaccination depends 
on more than simply how many shots we receive and how effectively our immune 
system responds. It also depends on those around us.” 
 
What I’d like to focus on, however, is not the MSM’s constant blame of the 
unvaccinated, but rather its admission that you can never be fully vaccinated, which 
paves the way for an endless series of shots required to keep up your “immunity 
passport” or government-granted privileges. This enriches Big Pharma, provides more 
control to government (by giving them a way to shut out disobedient citizens from 
society if they fail to repeatedly comply) and provides the NWO controllers more access 
to people’s bloodstreams, and thus more opportunity to inject and nanotech an alien-like 
lifeforms into people’s bodies.   
 
The CDC’s Definition of Trickery: Changing the Meaning of Vaccination and Vaccine. 
Rochelle Walensky, director of the CDC was recently reported to have said that her 
agency “may need to update” its definition of fully vaccinated against COVID. However, 
it’s important to note that the CDC has already been engaging in definition trickery and 
manipulation throughout the scamdemic. One example is that it insists on defining those 
who have taken the COVID vaccine as “unvaccinated” if it is only 14 days since they 
took it. This way, if those people get injured or die from complications or adverse 
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effects, they are counted in official statistics as unvaccinated injuries or unvaccinated 
deaths.  The CDC, NIAID, and NIH keep moving the goal posts for your enslavement! 
 
Another example is the CDC’s role in changing the definition of the word ‘vaccine’ itself. 
Sharyl Attkisson reports on this discovery which was publicized by Congressman 
Thomas Massie: 
 
“The Centers for Disease Control (CDC) has carefully “evolved” the definition of 
vaccination to meet the declining ability of some of today’s “vaccines,” including the 
Covid-19 vaccines. The original definition, prior to 2015, stated that vaccines 
“prevent…disease.” Starting in 2015, the definition was altered to say that vaccines 
“produce immunity,” without necessarily preventing disease. After the Covid-19 
vaccines were introduced, and it was discovered they do not necessarily “prevent 
disease” or “provide immunity,” CDC altered the definition of vaccines again to say that 
they merely “produce protection.” 
 
The discovery was publicized by Rep. Thomas Massie (R-Kentucky) who tweeted the 
definitions. 
 
Check out @CDCgov’s evolving definition of “vaccination.” They’ve been busy at the 
Ministry of Truth: 
— Thomas Massie (@RepThomasMassie) September 8, 2021 
 
Another commentator noted the following in an article entitled The CDC Just Made an 
Orwellian Change to the Definition of ‘Vaccine’ and ‘Vaccination’: 
 
So in a week, a vaccine went from being something that “produces immunity to a 
specific disease” to something that merely “stimulates the body’s immune response 
against diseases,” and a vaccination no longer “produces immunity” to a disease, just 
“protection” from a disease. 
 
Does anyone else find this disturbing? Why did the CDC suddenly redefine “vaccine” 
and “vaccination” to make them sound similar to your basic non-steroidal anti-
inflammatory drug or a prescription drug you have to keep taking regularly?” 
 
All this word-obfuscation and chicanery comes on top of the fact that the so-called 
COVID ‘vaccine’ is not a vaccine anyway, by standard and long-held legal and medical 
definitions, because it does not contain an attenuated or weakened virus. 
 

The WHO Also Changed the Definitions of Herd Immunity and Pandemic 
There is also further background to all this on the international level: the Gates-funded 
WHO (World Health Organization) has changed its definitions of ‘herd immunity’ and 
‘pandemic.’ 
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As this article explains, the WHO changed the definition of herd immunity to mention 
vaccination and to avoid any mention of naturally acquired immunity gained from prior 
infection. The WHO definition used to be: 
 
“Herd immunity is the indirect protection from an infectious disease that happens when 
a population is immune either through vaccination or immunity developed through 
previous infection.” 
 
Now it is: 
 
“‘Herd immunity’, also known as ‘population immunity’, is a concept used for 
vaccination, in which a population can be protected from a certain virus if a threshold of 
vaccination is reached. Herd immunity is achieved by protecting people from a virus, not 
by exposing them to it. Vaccines train our immune systems to create proteins that fight 
disease, known as ‘antibodies’, just as would happen when we are exposed to a 
disease but – crucially – vaccines work without making us sick. Vaccinated people are 
protected from getting the disease in question and passing it on, breaking any chains of 
transmission.” 
 
It’s a war on human perception. The WHO article’s author, Peter Gyel, writes: 
 
“This perversion of science implies that the only way to achieve herd immunity is via 
vaccination, which is blatantly untrue. The startling implications for society, however, are 
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that by putting out this false information, they’re attempting to change our perception of 
what’s true and not true, leaving people believing that they must artificially manipulate 
their immune systems as the only way to stay safe from infectious disease.” 
 
Then we learned this week that the Congress changed the legislation.  More evidence 
of a falsified pandemic came to light at the beginning of November, 2021? 
 
It is unknown if the legal definition of “biological product” was amended by Congress to 
remove “except any chemically synthesized polypeptide” to permit foreseen chemically 
synthesized COVID-19 mRNA substances to be labeled as “vaccines.”   
 
However, the fact that this significant change was made on page 595 of a 716-page law 
which is normally used for appropriating U.S. federal funding suggests the possibility of 
an attempt at being not too conspicuous.   
 
The aforementioned change to U.S. federal law is also relevant to discussions in 
previous articles which described updates to U.S. federal laws made soon before 
COVID-19 suggesting the possibility that COVID-19 may be some sort of falsified 
pandemic exercise.  
 

 
  
Specifically, the timing of the change – before COVID in December of 2019 – along with 
the apparent hurried status – burying the change on page 595 of a U.S. federal funding 
act – again suggests the possibility that COVID-19 may be a falsified pandemic exercise 
which U.S. federal government public health officials and politicians were preparing for 
by attempting to legally protect themselves with several significant changes to laws, 
strategies, and plans governing and regulating public health “emerging threats,” 
pandemics, vaccines, or related subjects. 
 

https://dailyverses.net/images/en/kjv/xl/luke-10-20.jpg
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Again, we see one coincidence after another in this charade of a faked scamdemic and 
a novel rogue virus!  It has all the hallmarks of Nazi Nationalist Fascism of the 1930s, in 
addition to transforming humans into cyborg slaves! 
  
Blessings, 
 
 
Pastor Bob, EvanTeachr@aol.com 
www.pastorbobreid.com 
http://jesusisthewaythetruththelife.com/node/22  
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